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S BttlUND BOOTH. 
/ y'r, J v I; j & 
•Nothing so difficult as a beginning, except to end it* says 
Byron. I huvo been frequently urged to write ray autobiography, by 
ny youngest scan JTank, and have put off till this moment, ff©* at 
the -Ce of seventy five the arm is ;ivan to eh.icing slightly, ind 
someta les .ore tl n ,,-li. J :-j, , x : , j t ? th m. ":t ;r. .• ilo 
the narvas quiet dovn. But this nervousness disinclines me to use 
' ) jn vo x. a jceooax; • 
Ilany yours ,o cousin Idwin Booth, of Bpringfiold, !?.... ., son 
of ny father's brother Joseph BoothT"af Berlin, Caen., and grand-
sen of Capt• josoph Booth, of theTR evolutionary Bar, gave consid­
erable time to coll ecting aid and tr »cin., up the n -' x . of the 
pooth family. His brother Ranry Booth had among his children a 
sen, J. H. Booth (The family reside in jrllwawkee, Vise ens in) who 
took up those i atari .Is, added his om, and publisho the i/holo 
in book form. Edwin's son, Br. Alfred Booth', now living in Hew 
Yora City I think, sent me a ooiy of the or! . It oho. a tl e 
fragments of the Booth family up to, Adam Be Booth in xhgl nd, 
bom 1275- or 610 yeartt ago. In the ^Witiru letter (sliltOgr iphio) 
byto ry oldhul sun Thomas lyre Booth, and in that letter io 
printed a facsimile of the Booth coat of arms. I need' rot go 
further into the history of the family at the resent. 
LfoUIsUtrfjUL t Y • h •= dj 
I was born in Ghickopee, Raas., August 24th, 1010. Chickor 
was than and until Bout 40 /raps ,.;o, a trloh of Spri iold. 
Ab uu the ,v e.-.x loc t . lj mother aid I rode ou . oc Ludlow, a £ ev 
rales iiu. tSprii.gi i tld, to visit cousins t er e, the oldest being 
Aunt. Jonas, a sister of ry father. Returning, we took a road that 
? " •• s- t. •i i street < r t 3 vill , . - o.r u io.' o xo. ??;/ : ' t. vy 
(t.2 horse was al-lcv/ed to go slowly nd she see ed absorbed in r— 
collectiens), ry-mother pointed out the house in which J vras born* 
1" •' - i -' r • c h ouilt »• it " r > ; ? ,ro . ;• — 
large , square, door in center of the,front, tvo story high, and 
largo s u .. 3 c „i. xy in cinher c 1.3 roof. SS *1.. 3 
large chirneys sere internally divided into smaller or flues, a f-lo< 
1 or oaca a ire place in the rooms bo low. Of course the fire places 
xa the various rooms of a house centered,as it were, around one 
poin« c. each floor, stoves and stov > pipes in tlx tt d xy bsiy nm — 
. I u- xx .1 •. 
When ry daughter Harriet was attending school at South Rt cl X ey 
S<a:iinasy, she passed , puxi of her vacation at Ludlow, it the- hone 
h





ca Blisihi. T. I ,x;s-i;. His wife v; . cousir Bemah P.iruons in a •; 
a daughter of *Mmt Panda8 as we always called haBP, or, to mice 
more clear, Independence Booth, a sister of ry father, and born in 
July 1776, her futhor, as already mentioned, being an\, officer 
(captain) in the Revolution, on one occasion lira. Par sen a and 
Harriet were riding from Ludlow to tho Seminary and lire. P. pointed 
out to Harriet the house referred to. (Prank, you can ask Harriet•*/ 
I.y fat hex* in Chickc..eo •u.wj f.xr xing. Of this I knc. nothing ex­
cept what was told me. liy brother Henry was ten years old when | 
was born. Perhaps he c-»*i rcsiaember something of life thore in the 
first tan years of the present century. He mam born in the yoaxu . 
'I rex .ember x.x In din hoe found by ry father when plowing in 
Chiekopee. It remain od in the family until 1652 when most of the 
household fumiturd was sold, i:y mother and step-fathor »amoving 
to Bolton, lieu York, c the banks of Lake Georgdf I v;as in. school 
in H artford, Conn., at the tines. I wevar saw the Indian hoe since* 
It was about two inches Ion,,, two and a half inches wide and over 
inch tMbk at the he,ai'»: -Itwas -fdshicaad from granite and. had 
a neck cut aroind the thicker art, where by a withe could be 
X . I ... y • rx;r5 lo...of tu t relic 
.and also of im0 old revoluticn.ry flint look gun sedmlngly six 
feet lat.., or n r ,rly so. T'xsre was hao a sword, old fashioned, 
and . field OX — iC£»X'^ *J iXXiw 31 . X OsXt# her of the revolutionary days. 
All these want with the sale end vrore lost to me. I never read H 
J .  If: c; 3 g  ; . j  j  L  -t'gx. ftoakix , falos r f l'l •, f'xx : i carbB • 
v.-ithout t iinkiix,, of that icm^ gun ^eld wit a such indifference mf. 
I knovrin,, nothing of the sale till too 
or of ry f tlier, showed me .bout the year 16 
five inches in diameter, that belonged to ry father*. 
•I presume it is still in the family of some one of his children. 
The journal and commission, signed by Gov. Trumbull of Conn., of 
Capt. Joseph Booth ( ,x gr ndfatker) were lp"t with his son I'll el 
(^liphalet?) .see now in poososoion of baNl 
Biw&ilof Philadelphia. Prink, you can ask him aboht tTiennr T:j 
" ihovai the be you already. 
By Uncle David, broth-
, a ccrtpesc, -lbout 
;r x If .th ir. 
is 
Thorn 
The c saamiss i cn^vaa on exhib-
ie Centennial in Philadelphia, and I suppose you nd 
it there, as you both visited the Centennial together. 
*[iouls C't-yy^ yy^ Ui^ L.U.VL' ~{/3> rUsisJ-' &£• 
- , $ave what ry mother Of life in Cliickopee I know fcothin 
told mo in subsequent yov.xs, and that v: w 
ior -Hannah is six years older tnsn xyself 
net uch. As ry sis­
ter ot 4* V* ler Bon forth 
cljrlos'Booth—dying wh jn I was tauohing in t ,x Hartford Sc iool 
an< both bom i r >  ' h -in 1654—— as(^sfcyo^srs older t i in s ?lf , _ 
•  i l  t  •  ru ., 'T: molu - t 3 st . in 0 io. x 33 • > . x?rt. vre I 
ou-.sult the /•Genealogical Record8 by J. H. Booth, referred to A 
3^ 
\ a  S p i c e  
^5 0 $  A " f p f ' i  
(s) 
the beginning of thoso writings, and find tint of tin f; vnily 
William (daad), Henry, Hannah, rnd Dsuforth Charles Booth t/ero 
bom in Bafiald, that x^r parents removed from Thfiald to Spring 
field in 1608, and three years aft or war do to Longmoadov. The 
IRoeord says of Springfield, Chiokopee wis aoarish of Spring­
field* As I watt born in August, 1810, three^after 1808 would 
make mo about ono year old at ti 3 tiro or' removal to Ittagme&dow* 
June 87, l&of* I rosu: e this cutobio, jraphy cow: "rev on 
- o 1 • It i r; i : a 
I care to work at are road* So there is nothing to do but to 
r 2.ux booo.o or to write* 
I find that as I adfttapce in years my arm between the wrist 
nod elbow grows more inclined to be unsteady in the nerves when­
ever I take the pan* 
I have sa»iu that I rr & bar nothing eg life r Chic ho. 30• 
hy earliest recollection, and the only thing I remember as having 
occurred on „ infancy, is thiol A wagon, drawn by tvro r ew, 
two : aa sitting an the front seat, on. the seat dr in chairs 
next behind were my mother arid another wrqd or girl* That ms 
further b xsk I do not know* I was star, ling ,t mother's knee 
if* st • -
smiling to the scene below* it was a large stream two or three 
rods wide -fid the vat 31* was rushing, white foaring aid wild, 
-T' over t \3 •...rn .r t » 1 ill n c ir ti . • *0 ;ro cro -
sing a bridge* The wild appea:ranee of t^e-waters probably 
awakened me fully as a yoimg mind could be waked , and I not­
iced mother*u' smile arid almost laugh as she pointed at the brief 
sight* Bavin,, crossed . . . loft the river behind I, then for 
t .3 first and only time .,3 far as I can recollect, noticed the 
men on the front seat and those on the sec end, a«iu also the 
wagon and horses* All this occupied but a moment ot two, but 
the impression remained indoliibly in my memory* I suppose one 
of the two on the front seat was ry father but 1 do not knew* 
The v.uldness of tin water it : wwti. r. haw v? . 1p dtTh r 
strongly enough to ar#ouse my young brain to more than wonted 
actam m:m lime 3 . . 3 ir, . , w-si r r : ;W p ww " • art till I now; 
write it. In .ft rr years, I cro— r. th > ,t m - -p ti :,j n 
t...3 cl . r, ory ca. 3 bock* The streai v is ino n a© Fill River 
and empties int<jthe Connecticut Biver a few rods from the bridge 
, ;c. to. Chi it, U]; above v. 11 . , hll iwred rr3 
| re bean for many years, the United States Water Shops for 
forging guns etc* to be perfected in the Armory in Springfield* 
There was, and may bo yet, a large papernill* I have repeatedly 
(4 )  
wjuuuu, fciioiae b^ous. Tnoy are iron the armory 
-. ecu; le u .miles or so* TI Us 3 of steam for Irivi • raeh:v") :•;/ 
was than unknown $nd railroads had not been invented or thought 
of. a© I rora.ii.iber only that cne event—the creasing of the river 
uoccri - ' . aa X was .rt^yidn j in 3 < , ,.x .t riot- en* > 
oflficp oi. against t w w.gon side 1 conclude I must h .ve been over 
a year old at the time* She said it was when I was a baby* 
*.> - id.1 ..as a ra ov-*1 oi 13 ianily from Q'tieho* 33 to 
—: i - town next south of 0 run..field, m t" 3 f -mily 
W j.ro *4> u:r. 33:,-j i.Hi /:., Henry an I C.: rlos u: sister p®BBdh* 
but hoi; they oa 13, or whether they 3 t 1 ith ua in the • upon I i 
j no rscollection* Of these Henry, now 85, end Tljainah,/8ii are 
oniy ceios living. I also, a sister, Kartha at Bolton, IT. bom 
- ^ 18 j.o . u ; ,.y. ai ~ro 71 .re Foi' I of 
v/ebsbor City, low 1, aid : artloa is lire Boyd, both widows, and 
living with thoir childnmind grandchildren. By father had pur-
ch.ised .-ji interest in a iaist mill in Lor. 1 lie o anv this" 
accounts for tin removal of the family to that place* He at— 
ii'3iKv3u tiio 2 Hi Ot euatijns, t.ee i , gly ixvu in u h 1 se en th "* 
elevation that surrounded the pond. Of all this I was tdd young 
to be able to reneinber or e^-er recollect, nor do I know how long 
1 - 33 ?. r* y , T' Tv> ,t . to toll me. t 
never asked them. Chight to do it* 
• ct..o,- once tolvi. no tlwp/ ra . dog at, that place nd that 
why., the uog saw her tax3 -lie milk pail ho (the dog) would go 
dovn and drive up the ©chmT to ba milked, the cov/ usually feeding 
at up viistcinc3 ..uround th3 pond or anywhere* She had only to 
t--,aa t 3 j-ilk pail fr-'.m it.^ .accustomed , i .0 3 and the dou was off 
MM, 3* 
Hov» lcn.„ lit 1 at this place I never inquired or loginod* 
:  ;7  - •••/-• 7 l ;-'3a ( , ...riwi „ uhbuy ,r;Ug; w til pvu, 
jTonk, urged it. $rci& tlie incident of crossing Hill p.ivor, as 
described abova, uhtil I was .bout three or four y0 ro old j re— 
:-u j- nooning until 3 1 3 3 livi in x large, sqi. xo, tv/o— 
use a • .., called '1)9m Iowa street, tho fir,.I, '-ousi 
^o..th of ow, sc.,io 80 or 10b rods , y hrl< • Bosccfi Burt's,the 
, -,-h gran a a .sni.v ox Bio hard, gait or Storrs, lite a traoher 
a, . 3 . or it r Aupiur.. T1.3 1 . cf C. oil sf Ir of" 
Bevolutim ory a,j | t p jf, c* n big chimney in t 3 center— in short 
such us ti 3 cane I w ,a born in in Cliickoj no ind ich ry r other 
pointed out as we rode through tho wide steet* This I have al— 
ready described. Of livirxg in this big house I r33\ember very 
little* One evening only I describe as having impressed itself 
en qy memory* T»o men, one prob,-.bly ry father (flipmao• j^'r0) "and 
par ; ,ps the other my i other's f it'ier., ware sitting in front of 

(7) 
dancy or ut teas t.urnod "writer's crnxap* or *scrivsn tr*'© 
/ In ; „ cuu i iarr-.y fcero most to ;ith it, r 
»&• brother Hsntxy* now 36* told ma ten yc-ira that he eeuld 
not write becuuoa of trorablinar of the nervu. m holding the 
peri • .yd the ether h-nd sisters Hannah, nov. - .. rt- ., 
now, 6Eg write with no oign of tTambling nervoa* Still it my 
be XartfSitury, for I ra .ember that one evening, yy- mother 
being away ,.t eerae neighbor's rqy fut'h-ar was sitting he Tore the 
fire, the c.ndle or. the sfwad behind lite should;:: md I sitting 
in v child* W C' r. i» JL3T near him. I noticed that the newspaper he 
hold between i- fi.oa -r» Ub. ire md ra -i 5* tro-w:led__ 
slightly- but constantly as an aspen leaf • The air. pilarity of 
th. thing fired my atteaitin for oara® . tcnenta an J recurred to 
memory «ince* .and so I have'not forgotton it. And yet his 
handwriting as I hare oft an bsj« hi is eccu t becks was firm., 
St • • .1 -J -i. • . -• -t -ij l> - ' ••' . t jt i.:. -it 
bi ....aredit -ry in i..e the trouble ray ilso be aggsflfvated y us - of 
th: 1 on or i-oncil a ox *>o .... : 01.. 
We iiad nasi moved up tovsn Slid into a house .opposite the 
house (did fashioned, Livrya square, etc.) of Tleziki&h Kile 
and whose widow in later years married Gad Colt on • It was a 
• 
. i s  . . .  ,  . ; . ,  ;  ' .  c  •  i r  .  i  >  '  1  
X recollect no^.sng, unu buxitole of vhe ?vent o Xi.: ^ 
twere. The incident of the trembling newspaper occurred in this 
house. It had two rooms, en a the &iichxn was* ao was the 
cusfoi.i hundr id -a..., i .or -3 „• jars -... o* \f •.<$ x re* en or? ->•-> it 
looks to me now, with the enormous old fashioned fire place.,-
^iXO J i»i. ,A- 2T OO.--. •-» « /Ouu A-.wXfcX ii«-. ~&X& & -• '•• - - 1- X.W h'J i..* •' '.,1^ _-i- -»*»> fiji - ^ 
Xt „. ! liV «*i'i , X' 0 • It# - . »•-- -•••.•:- ? £ * »*A -•- / X l.av. 
>1 .ua. Us via jet brot Villi  . .0 li "in TTernan Hev/oll's* 
^ learning the trade of stone cutting* brother IIm:ry, nsnct in age 
v, .0 ..».. dir. Gl &O-. n. a...'-daa., t L; ... ... lj( 
"y 1 : . i »s w bj, ... .i t h.';- • > livi i . 3 
f a S i a y ' " b T C a p C o l t c n ,  a  h a l f  m i l l  . , o u t h .  B r o t h e r  B r a r , f o r t h  
Churles was in the fasily of Mint Jonas in Ludlow. I do not 
i. :!< y" : 5 t ' *• 3 
this last event happaning jpieh 5th, 1S15. He was 42. year© 
Cia t* i ,  I :.--u 4 y- if - la ve slw ' •: 
At tiw.a u^,e* or before, only strii.in.. occurr rcaa dts ir! ly im-
x .. .ja in... It ' -u .a . other .fter w-
told me, he was sick in the morning, did not got u • She pre­
pared br-j/itfast nd c ,11 jd a?:.. He repliod, *Hiot till I have 
A t...j. '-3it brother C 
to call Uiclo David—fathr *a i r:a living diagonally across 
the -treat. Tic c.u vj add decided it was a case of spotted fever, tf-
la-, -lies* iivir f. o door fori r- - rth fv< • o bhcle Bvvicl, 
.. ...... 3 . . 1. I re ' not"-; . of .11 
but 8rv 
p •; '5*i | ri efr 
V; rOC J j  'r'  P 'i 'h -
te look at t* o line 'h 
(8 )  
two men lay *~io the coffin end the lonp crocecGion 
fr:,'r! f" "• ho?ip^ t thr co otery my --other in the 
Inp e by too hare, I eul Linr av - occ . i one.lly 
. . 1 • . , ....... 0 f  - r  r  
1-1' tea th I down futh the. -^6. I* 
• t h" % tr. e irev ilivr enep- IT'" r ' r-eel nd. f t" ' cicr.ueGE 
of tare.; won the duration I knor nothing who, t ever beyo vl 1 ve 
been told. Death was expected and ray nxwe clothes'were made ready. 
They tell me my brain was affected and t""t I vt->.b insane. I only 
kne t t l lort hearing ave a little in the left ear, 1 ab' t 1 left 
eye wholly. Towards my recovery mother and Hannah placed rra in the 
bi rochir. v 'It, . I re ember, an • nusbc-1 t- - chair alonr t -e 
fleer b"ch * : •1 forth, e llln me te "look behin1 you nd see illiam 
' • • t:,<" heroes," t1-,ev the a-'- ile la-urhlnr • nd s ilin -rA enjoying 
th.e c:ort. Tillior; ore r** old.nofe brother but I did net know, had 
net CO :e te : now hirc. I looked behind as they told me but ear nobody 
but mother and Hannah. Hannah telleme, or told me thirty yenrn 
e-'o, th.at J ' cured by e; tinr fir- tc-e, that one dey I crie-" for 
'flag tor,G, that Dr. bliss told them to let .:c h"ve Hiet I wanted, 
as I mould die anyway. 86 Hannah and Mary rvarts, the latter a 
r ' - Vj - <" n y ~~ j 1"' 1 g P ^  'VT -b ' -f ' '• r-. {"."J rj - v." 
cl h -  t  n 1 yrelf, ;'ent down o' £• r •: le seme t  r -  t  < • • •  '  r t y  
re •, Ti" therr ' 'd ^ • te There i ate •' ' ' e' " ; "ye 
began to mend from, that time. Possibly nature wns a better phys-
icien then the )octor and ;-.ne^ when t- • call for ' c ' n e ii t -
t? t, ' t. 
<p -d '1 "P. or V n 
-ye I could not. hear but the fc o 
net the bed ,1 m , uoo f» a'. *• ~r K -' U.: V. «*•» 
grunted. This gave then an idea and fro 
hfT? in t!-r lr•:>t war by enrt'-'in. clo r 
I t  . 0  continued until tb 
o  • «  v  hxun- t . m o d e  n e  
t t r : - lou voice. 
r-f:-r r , pr-Vf f r einbt when, 
nearly a day footing in an old pond. TI 
I tote Lb7 de"f """'1 '.r-vf no continue" since. Tii. 
10 th 
bov I see 
•fter 
•-"»» o Q pij Ti 
lbayJ3th,1337. > 
Time passes rapidly with me, more rapidly, it sec,me, then 3 
,,,T -Tr. ,, , v,.. ,, ^ 'our letters, I uni, up; c r' ":-e co. tieue 
eutobioyrenhy, and but for your urgency, I should never* have 
i'olor, the phrenologist, I think it me, snys ben. barhington' S 
1l writinr e tron eel:''-esteo , elf-re; -rect prove to 
and that i rerJeli n' 0 opnrobe tiveness, also strong, led 
hi: cm. 
U J. if 0, 
um of - V- ! +4 
y boyhood r~." 'uch t " likn that of boys penerally a: sixty 
hf f" '  t* : "  ve""**F  p .  moot iv  i  p lay ,  i ' i e h '  .*  •  r -  *  _  "  , . • • • ;  - • »  
usemente with club and bell, and generally I did. as I pleased. 
Was sometimes at Uncle David* s (brother of ®y father), a nile or 
more in r<- rentier, or at the rill • ond, o ecu ~1<* of Leo in 
onother, f~cinT off cn the star of t e moment and wit''cut notice to 
O) 
anyone and. coding horr.e at nighty mother only asking Where t had 
been, Omitting to ash leave or giving notice of go inn ws s mere 
tnc ) ties; " •?££ or .y rt. -y i i. t than ;-Ti • f r r* -'"0 *s 
had beer r-iein* tobacco '"es t of the Con ecticut diver, d ".stance 
from home so.ne four miles. In this he was associated With a neighbor 
named X»evi Colton and who lived on the bank of the river, east side. 
•They owned a skiff and crossed over ov-rv morning return ".n*** • 
night. The fancy of going with the.:: took possession of me but 
father would not consent, deeming the distance too great for my 
young ldgs and I of no use in the field. '.Then the time for cutting 
tooacco came he asked mefll if I wished to g© with him. I said yes 
and was glad to go. My age must have been seven. r;e started t^'e 
next morning. Reaching the field of operations I found- my business 
was to hand hi r the too* cco on the stalk as he tied it to the 
ooles, The summer following: I took, the hoe and hoed between the 
rows, a son of uevi Colton, a year younger then myself, did the same 
for his lather, and thus it continued summer after summer until I 
was twelve. Horse plows were used in corn, but not in tobacco, why 
X never knew. X was ft boy then and not very tired at night. I 
don't remember ever being fatigued in my boyhood days. 
How X learned, to res • I don't know ( 0te ad " -\d 1 tea™:.hi iking 
more closely on this matter I have a din recollecti n or i v *re si on 
of my mother taking; a straw from the broom, seating me on her lap 
and pointing to each letter of the alphabet and naming it.), but 
remember taking; Noah Webster's spelling book and running down the 
A.B.C.s , repeating three letters at a time, and in poetical measure"" 
A.B.C.. jj.l..?. f • O.H.I.. and so on as far t as I could speak and this was soon after my lather's death or when X v-- four or five 
years ©Id. It seems to have been the poetical jingle thaffixed thsS 
in my memory. Mother afterwards said she rent me to school but the 
tf ohers saic they could net teach re, so he took re on • or In 
and t u I;t me the ore eyllf blr words—br., be, hi, bo, bu, by, ?tc. 
'his too, wts so like poetry that I soon memorised the whole. I 
could hear a little in the left ear at the time, and until eight 
years wren it left nie in a. night as already described. 
A favorite pastime of mine was fishing. At first I rent, with 
1 rger boys to the mill :>on4> two miles or so away. As a rule we 
caught nothing. My stepfather had S notion that fish would bite 
only in rainy weather, so when too rainy to work he and I put on 
overcoats a-nu rent on too or three occasions. Instead of going* to 
the pond as did everyone else, he led rr to i br ok running through 
a wide valley and emptying into the pond. " e found holes ten to 
fifteen feet long. To these we fixed our lines and, on the first 
occasion, soon as hie nook an bait touched t *? water " hungry 
trout seised it and wo.a prawn rut. X was wild With the novelty of 
tne feat. He caught two or three more and the fish ceased to bite. 
(10) 
He said, 
r:l .ling t< 
string of 




bite any more today" and went home. I was v 
give u:> in stayed oil th? afternoon catching a pood 
ish to"--- r^ ni 4, after fours of p?-- tient stroliin:? ai 
en.l nary bite. Jather was surprised when I reached 
evening- witn so !®thxnp like e doren or fifteen tro.it. 
I.t * e s a< ciing nap ono. z r *n in on e no the"* rainy day • • vi 0 
Ho et -ith no success, said, "they'won'-t bite or the next ye; 
today" and went home. I stayed and when near night caught fish 
fi Ii, bringing hone Ion; string of t e dainties. Rv t- if ri .•? I 
had thought the ;attcr out and told the family the fi-h lv.-d their 
f tor 
houfcs t'o 
ti . . 
bre -t, dinner and supper, end would eat at no oti 
iy boyhood passed much June ?6, a887. like the boyhood of others around. I 
atte.no.ed school, mostly in sum-, or on-7 '"inter, staying out in 
only when assisting father "over th® river" so we"called it una 
already described. In school, before losing hearing entirely, only 
sum/in •a CJ 
o i f 8 r £ 6 v 0 r n v o k c- t c It required too close proximity of 
cor to be convenient or perhaps pleasant. These tvc- tench ^ _. i _ _*i » /-> lie Olio 
t wo t 
mouth an. 
to -chcrs were young 
Mrs. Di-.ond Oolton. Both are dead. She was an active 
all the benevolent associations and lftbors of the town and seemed 
one of the chief lenders in that line. 3he was of kindly pature 
raic Coo ley, Its 




year A t J. '.J * 
never knie. 
xco,:: iv® ® itnl 
7_ - • : ~7 ' c v- rxor®v i®n oi .. o . 
of er life r e bee e ins ne -i?id died, 
but thought her ins-nity night be die to 
wwu combined with trouble, for she war a widow, though well of 
The other lady was a cousin, Margaret Booth, a daughter of Uncle 
David, brother of my father and son of Capt. Joseph Booth. Like 
unice Cooiey,Margaret heard me in the spelling class which none 
°h otho_u Ho. 3he went south ooout the year 1830 to teach 
sC'ioox U-1 Virginia) after h vi nr to up at i Jon 'eadov. schools 
about ten yc re. She married in Virginia a young clergyman named 
ct-ent i/ no - "1 few living at Coolvillr, Ohio, * it"- ®r collar on. - ** - -
many ye x 
The f' a: remove:", from Virginia and settled in Oh fa 
h: t- elve yc-wrs old 
Should live with him and wo 
greatly relit-f the .rr vw ; 
stepf• t'. cr hovin on!v 
"other and Unci® O- vid agreed 
with his boys on the farm. I 
t but, my own father beim -k 
o ••'••11 f • on/5 no steady work for ! • ^  
th t I 
not 
nd my 
.submitted. In Lncle David*s family I stayed four years. A1 hen he 
- » b > in tae f-r * ly were bhree soar -md : ive d-'uj 'iters, 
only one son, Samuel now* living in L.M,, being younger than myself 
by one your. -argoret, mentioned above, and Sarah, the youngest 
daughter, now t.rc. Rev. Cabel and a widow, living at Denmark, Iowa, 
(ID 
These, with Sam in L. . are all that remain of th<~ f ly. 
Life ir that family for four years, was agree"Lie in the ain. 
There was little to complain of. Uncle had gener-• 1 rood s^nse, 
never overworked his boys, was careful in business matters and 
9 prosperous. When he died the executors valued his est fcr t 10,000. 
I used to think him ric- but should nor; say he w -ell off, with 
industry and frugality, but he war not stingy, as w- s his oldest 
son with who? I lived a year after the father's death. This oldest 
son was unlike all the rest of the family. Recently I persuaded 
nargaret to send me the photographs of the family. The oldest 
son, David Jr.,so known while his father lived, showed a head (pho­
tograph) one-fourth or one-third wider than high. This explained 
his strange life. Re married a good and well connected woman and 
she left him a few months later. He was a natural miser, lived in 
the old mansion of his father, never made repairs, let all go to 
ruin rather than spend money, and so on, lived to 87, a widowed 
sister, Mary, livin "ith him in his 1- st 4C or 50 years to take 
core of him, till tefee died, at 75 I think, and tlvn ~ rgaret came 
and took Mary's olace. After his death the place Hue so d, Dam 
lives in a house of his own. Joseph, the Becond son of Uncle David 
was a ood man in every wao, married and some years 1: ter removed 
to o lacs near Turlington, Iowa. Fir-via, the last of 11 t' a 
daughters, went to teach in Virginia in 1827, Married a Rev. Mr. 
Converse who, later, an-1 for many years, wr : editor of a religious 
paper, now continued by his sons. I forget the name of the paper, 
It was issued in Richmond and now in Louisville, Kfm Flavin died 
about a year ago. She was ever of gentle disposition - n of clear 
re- son end judgement. 
It is time to speak of my f ther's family but will jefer to 
another time, for it is aidnight.' 
June 17,1888. 
lor some months I have neglected this journal or autobiography, 
having no fancy for the work, and doing it only because so urged 
by tT e ft^Dinen. 
ytj- . , ?P™Sf( ther JosephDooth wH c\r\t'\ixi oV\ \ c{ \ \ b b\i 
'tit and was in one of the expeditions to Canada. The 
journal he kept at the time fell to his son Fliphel and is now in 
possession of his (Sliphel's) son "dwin Booth and who lives in 
Philadelphia. Joseph Booth, above named was born April 10th,1710 
and raarri edJ^j^chandrFFJan. 39, 1736. He died November 7, 1784. 
aped 74. She 1727, aged 70. 
• „ win 
CXL consul ting the record I find I have mot it wrong, The above 
Joseph Booth was my gre--1 grandfather '^rTrlr_sIihr" father of Capt. 
JOs^h_J3flptn_p? t^e Revolution. This latferTtheffore war lry~grnnd-
fRTrer. The recor^to7-; ^ ic1 ~I refer is a thin printed volume of 
(13) 
56 panes by John H. Booth of ilwawkee, Wisconsin. This John is a 
cousin one remove, a son of Henry B. who was a son of a third Joseph, 
and the last named a brother of my father peter Booth. 
Captain Joseph Booth married Mary Hale Oct. 31, 1703. His com­
missi oxT^~cap:EaTh~lfas~luyen him by Gov. Jonathan Trumbull, of Con­
necticut, and dated at Ha.rtford, that state, 30th June, 1770.* That 
commission is now in possession of vdwin Booth, of Philadelphia. He 
was also engaged in the old French and Indian Jars. His diary, gin, 
camp chest, etc., were in the hands of George booth, df Ludlow, -.'lass. 
George is dead and I do not know^what has become of the relics. 
The children of Joseph Bf and Mary Hale Booth were: 
Mary, born Sept 19, 1762. Married Israel Chapin, afterwards 
Jones. 
David, born March 3d, 1765. Married Margaret Cotton, ^bltok 
Annis, born Oct. 1st, 1766. Married ^dmund Hvarfs, from whom 
I was named. 
Lydia, born AUg. 12th, 1768. Married Henry Colton. Mr. laynard 
of " ashinton, Q.0. is one of her grandsons. 
Joseph, born Aug. 30th, 1770. Harried Hannah Henry, 
_Peter. born July 27th, 1772. Married Martha Eyre. This Peter 
was my father. He died arch 5th, 1815, aged 43. His disease was 
spotted fever then prevalent in New England. Has taken sick in the 
morning and died at noon. My sickness com- enced three days later 
and resulted in loss of hearine and. the left eye. 
Eliphet, born April 26, 1774. Married Lois Colton. Edwin of 
Philadelphia is their son. 
Independence, born July l?th, 1776. Her name shows the spirit 
of her father and of the times, we always called her Aunt Penda for 
short.. She was grand other of Mrs S.H. Bodfish, of Washington, ).C. 
Aunt Penda married Danforth Charles. - •>,  ^ ? 
Hannah, born Dec. 7th, 1778. Died. Oct. 14th, 1822. 207,' 
All the above named children of Capt. Joseph Booth were known 
to me, except Hannah, the last in the list, and all were good and 
kindly people, an-"1 wore well liked by the small crowd of cousins 
that came after them. Of all these cousins now living I knor of 
©nly Edwin of Phila., Samuel, of Long Meadow, Mass., Margaret 
Bartlett, of Coolville, Ohio, and Sarah in or was in Denmark, Iowa. 
The first of th<=se four is a son of Fliphel, the other three were 
children of David. I should include among the living myself and my 
two sisters, Hannah F0rd, at Wej^ster City, Iowa, and Martha Boyd, at 
.Bolton, New York. Both ate widows. How at the age of nearly 78 I 
fCan count only two sisters and four cousins living, and all I have 
just named on this cage. y brother Henry died on the 18th of last 
month, aged nearly 88. & sketch of him and. funeral services will 
be found in the Anarrosa Eureka of the week following, 
* 4 ~ti^  oj t&ju 
If £y-v~6'n'" JT-^ L -ilo-ty. h'uu/rU u^iTL 
(. Vj^ ^ Jlllul / 77^ J_t -7%^^  
(13) 
I novice ie to the fn-nily of my father Peter Booth. - r-
re id ait ok nfield, Conn, it the tine of his ^ irriaro tr -•••thn 
JEH5» Oct. 10th, 1797. Resided in Hnfield till 1808. Then 
novel to Chickopee Parish, Springfield, where I on born. Chickopee 
I parish was set off as an independent town about 40 years ago, as 
^ong Meadow had been near a hundred ueurs previously. The next 
removal was to Long Meadow as already described in these papers. 
His widow married Jan. °d, 1817, Levi Rutsrill* a widower who had two 
grown up sons, Levi and joring, and four daughters, Betsey, fanny, 
uiranda and Sophia. All are dead. Martha Pyre' a fn-frhwi* came from 
Fngland (Liverpool). He was of wealthy parents^ liberally ed­
ucated, a great reader, etc. Disagreed with his father, came to 
am eric?,, furnished with funds by his mother, and settled at lev-
London or Morrich, Conn. My mother was; born in Norwich. The Rev­
olution and the worthless currency ruined him financially. - - was 
a school teacher vn ; ?... n. ' is mpila was the late Daniel adsworth, 
02 ••artford, a. school rn- te of my iother'i.. 'c removed to " afield, 
Conn, a - folio? ed his avocation of te~c" or. 1 do not re; e-aber evpr 
seeing him, r id xy mother's journal that she kept for any years, 
was lost when father umriil a' ot remove^ tc Viol ton, .Y. to 
live with or near the children by his first wife. I was then in my 
fourth and closing year in Hartford as a pupil. 
The children of Peter Booth and Martha Fvre Booth were: 
illiara,_ >->rn_June__r"th, 1799. sever nrried. -led at iolton, 
stone cutter or - n on, and his disease il.f. rch 5th, 1833. he wat consumption from exposure, 
Henry, bom Aug. 36th, 1800. Married Lucy Calkins. She died 
±4 years ago at Faiview, Iowa, leaving one daughter Julia, Mow in 
- J ° *  r  - y  a y  1 8 t h ,  1 8 8 8 ,  o f  r i d  •  e  f t e r  s o  a  w r h s  ox ill ho 1th. 
• • h, bom ov. 11, 1803. nrried Col. David ord t pring-
lield, Mass., removed tr Anamosa, Iowa in the soring of 1840. He* 
died in the follow hi -intSr"of disease In V o, liver, lo ivin*- two 
noys, Ci rles ••nnforth an- illiam. hie widow married -i'eon . lord, 
from . rnbroke, ass., rnd who settled here in 1838, havinr purchased 
the entire claim of the first settlers of the place and who cane in 
1837. his claim embraces wh t is now Anenosa - d isherville. It 
was a mill claim. In 1856 (wrong, possibly 1866—n-te by F. h. Booth) 
t isuc it was, l ord and lis f* mily removed to land which he owned 
in An-
• - - - — ' — " ' W *• - J \ 0 . A eon, Harlow and a daughter, Maria, were the result of this union. 
near rbstrr City, havinw exchanged the Wapsipinican hotel 
amosajotfthe land near "obster. He died there a few years 
|Maria was the first child bom in Anamosa, 
Fisher. 
Danforth Charles, born Jan. 15th, 1807. 
She ie now Irs Joseph 
w ever married. 
at "aterbury Connecticut, Dec. 37th, 1834. He was named from 
r end 
injured his lungs. 
sband, and war a gre t lover 
Died 
Aunt 
music- . ' Stv' ^nts. It 
_Fdrriund, .cm Aug. 34, 1810, at Chickopee, Mass. Married arv 
Ann halworth. at Anomosa, Iowa, July 36, 1840. She had been his 
pupil in the Hartford school, and war sister to the ^ 'alworths who 
came here a few months previous to t" e writer in 1839. ultum in parvo. 
June 3d, 1889. 
I resume on ray autobiography after months of delay, being urged 
thereto by all my children, Ton, Hat tie, and "rank. 
While living at Uncle David's, brother to my father, in the 
spring of 1887 a man called and wished to see me. His name was 
Flevel Qoldthwait, son of an old neighbor, and who, with his family, 
lived a lie or sc street. I r s called into the • rlor where 
he was and he beg n to use the hand alphabet with which'I was fam­
iliar, and now and then a sign, the language of the d*af. JJe told 
j££_pf the Hartford school and that I could go there for education: 
i ~ Jtt "sixteerr^FriP>ld, a" no one h -d ever hinted the pos­
sibility of my going. This Flavel Goldthwait was foreman of the 
cabinet shop in the instituti n. That even in/ I went homo, a. mile 
or o north, an told uy ot1 or. -he bee • e t once interested id, 
in a day or two, came to Uncle David's. Uncle was against ray goinp, 
said perhaps they would not accept me because I could speak. Mother 
was not discouraged and insisted on trying. The family said nothfetg 
t< me till I mentioned it next day. The objection was repe- ted and 
o ocition -"'.nifested. ••h t t" ey ntr' -- work on t" - f rm. 
Mother did not give up nor rest till a letter was -ritten to t1 e 
governog-£jL. t*'-e jet" to. ci; nod bv t_ • "Tjlor' -y^n Barter dekinr on, 
_ Mr. "ly* Justice of the 1 eace, and two or z"ioe ornerc. A renly ' 
the Sec^TarynrrTDItvfe thnT^the-ouotn" of th# Massachusetts 
was full ' tf t I should "ve t/ f- ii'-xt vacancy. In the c rin 
following • certif'c te of d- is si on c "r from t-e ^cret yv, r' in 
May 1838 I entered the Hartford fcho'ol, _ Railroads were then unknown 
RDd ay broth-ef- Charles necon anled me, oing by the public t gr, 
23 miles to Hartford. " 
On arrival at the hotel in Hartford Charles sum n friend on the 
sidewalk. This latter enteijjcl the coach and rode with us to t' e 
"Asylum11 ac it v end . till i; called. Ye rr later I s et:L-
thought i^ was school for the education of the deaf and an "asylum" 
for >:ale college Imbeciles, for all the he rinr teachers < rr 
graduates of Yale, ar.f o t of the wore bfet ordinary men mentally^— 
that is^in mental capacitv • 1 acauiremonts. A pint cup could never 
hold s rrol and they -id not think so in their core. 
The coach stopped at the front door and we emerged therefrom. 
A few small boys came around with curious looks, the nearest, with 
bright, o ger face and nuick eyes scanned me from ho d to foot, 
glanced rut Charles who was talking and attending to bag,gage, mentioned 
(15) 
to the next nearest boy, then tc rse and said I was & nw- cu 11. I 
did not understand ten, but guessed nd remembered the; e simole 
signs. 
e entered the hall, and in a fe- r nutee r. Gallaudet, the 
Principal, came. He talked with Charles, wrote down errr- noted, ik 
made a few signs to me to ascertain if I understood, an" X did not, 
and left. Charles and I went int<~ the boys1 and, next, the girls* 
study or sitting rooms. It was all new to me "and to Charles it wa-s 
amusing, the innumor hie motions of hands and arms. After dinner he 
left and I was among strangers but knew X was at home. School opened 
for the term next day. In my communications to the Iowa Hawkeye, 
published at the Iowa school t Council Jlufifs, I h vo -iven some­
thing of all this. 
June let, 1890. 
Rear two years have passed since I last wrote in this book. 
The inclination to use the pen has become chronic, the oencil being 
more manageable, though scarcely more clear, save now ? w then, the 
printers maneee to a e out the sense and so it is tolerably well. 
Commencing in school in Hartford I was placed in the third 
class, of two and a half years, W.W. Turner teacher, the first ot 
highest class bei • that of the Principal, J. II. Gallaudet, the src*» 
end being LaurentClare* s. The mode of teaching w s by natural signs 
a id sentences diet ted by word signs. The idea, of all except 
Clere, seemed to e tu- t the deaf of all ages, from 14 to 30, should 
learn language as he ring babies learned, the bringing rut and for­
ward the verbal memory but not the reaec ninr faculties. It was, in 
fact, a parrot system. Phrenology, a division of faculties, in that 
day was uhkown, save to a very fe- and not at all among teachers. 
The time in school was limited to four years. That time expired 
with my class in a ye ? and ' half. The legislature of ascachuc<°tts 
had been asked and had granted an extension of one year to those 
pu lis boot qualified, an-1 with thesei^erfteref.i Caere's, or fir t 
class, Mr. Gallaudet resigning and Lemis 'eld taking his plac^. 
•eld was an old Hartford teacher but hi been principal of the $ 
Philadelphia school four years. (My hand is so much more nervous 
than usual that I will try the pencil for awhile). In Clerc*s ifc### 
class I saw for the first time that written language has its laws, 
•till even he did not make these laws clear. As in other classes a 
word given received its gram ar sign, but what that sign meant or 
how it affected other words or was effected by them we were never 
told. Language w g given to us parrot like, hodge podge, thrown at 
us ' th~> pitchfork. The children had bem greduattdg year after 
ye r without being told that the verb governs or hits the noun, that 
the adjective qualifies the noun, that the adverb qualifies or affects 
the action of the verb and so on. Punctuati n, save in the use of 
( I K )  
t" e peric-i at t e on : of a sentence, wr. not thought of. In fact 
no te cher understood the reasoning of punctuation, looked on it as 
a mess of fly specks. Ho convention of teachers or writer of books 
for the deaf or in the Annals ever mentioned punctuation t i l l  I 
sent the Annals a communication thei^»n a few years ago. All news­
paper men lno! neat h" nothing of punotuo.ticn. For f-e deaf '• t is 
indi sponsible. 
Of teachers of those days I have written and published in the 
Council Bluffs Hawkeye and it is enough. These articles in tkrt 
paper gave offenBe in Hartford and Principal illiams, at the Jack­
sonville convention, sort of contradicted them. Sup*t Gillette, 
however, knew teachers well enough to speak bluntly and plainly of 
poor teachers. 
When having a year more to stay and complete the four allowed 
by law, I proposed to Mr. held to retire and begin life for myself. 
He objected and persuaded me to remain, he to have John 0, David, 
Hilars ha meet and myself recite to his; one hour daily. Jy parents 
(mother r ;• tc f r) had removed frr .on; endow, t ass., "to 
•-oltcn, r-- '.ake eor e, . e»- York. X stayed of course, fe root ted 
to r. elf. It gave le a clearer insight into hie real n-• ture. 
Kindly at bottom, and honest, with whatever sterness appeared or, his 
exterior. In two weeks F. A. P. Barnard, a new teacher of a new 
class, became ooor in health and obtained a two weeks leave of ab­
sence. ••••. 0. David a : sort t" to ck Bernard's u ilr. after two 
days r. eld sent ;e t' take David* s place. This -in tae last 
days of the summer term, 1833. Barnard stayed away longer and, after 
a four weeks vacation, I resumed the work of teaching his class until 
Burin'--.  y tine, four y""7  ,  r-nc t ,  ~ ;  J. petrel.  to P-vr 
next r t as h •• n- others. In eveuinr r. eld ca ' into 
the boys* room and beckoned me to follow him into his office. There 
he proposed th t I return at the close of the then cor oncing vac­
ation of four weeks, and he wruld save me a position ac permanent 
teacher. irr • it c :c • IxPItr ; .u.r. ..®rnartl i..fuilli4%e4-£s5ov~'-; 
died roc tly, red 80, having been president @f Columbia Goliege, 
'er Yor City, for 25 years. He w a superior r. and could art 
stand subordinati n t-" anyone. eit .or c aid eld or !!. P. Prat, 
and Barnard was under nd quarreled with an" loft ' oth. 
In this class of Barnard*s and which I, still being a moil, 
t •; t oi"' t uths, w • e "Tel, al"orth.,H4 ve ?s_oM, 
t'vt, years later, became my wife. Thislnst event happened in 1840. 
Bar rd returned end resumed his old class and a no one was arsigned 
me. 
eld introduce a nr systee, reducing the old hodge podge as 
taught, tc order. This was for two younger classes, leaving the 
old teachers wit1 their iron bound notions to go on in their old 
( V / )  
way. In teaching this I soon saw the full extent of the f- ot 
thej^agjleh language vme a language ©f laws. Teachere "tW 
understood *5aT"a boy"or gm-ato3qr"eo~liFl^ a simple game or work-e^W 
could as readily be made to understand the laws of language, the ' 
parrot system caused them to lose half their time in :\~ y c : cr 1 
teachers never nor it. 
The "Asylum" being ' ccrpor ti nf state legislation h •* 
c wrol. -he miroctore amy r visited or ins-gee tr '• end " ~ T'irr :• i 
alone was the medium that connected the school and the executive 
committee* I began te chir on the old established c 1-ry fr" fro-
who had been oupile, such v hiton, Levin-- and Spofferd, #550 i 
year and was told that paying more would c; use dissatisf' cti-n i the 
three named. The sum was barely enough to livo on and all of us ran 
into debt. Board, and it: nttenrtants, fuel, lights, washing aru 
travelin : expenses r.-xjpe t" ~n tool: up the am mt. It worke- 11) the 
policy of keeping en by compelling them to live on tfeday the arrn-
ingc of tomorrow. It was dishonest and r • is take w i" moo v 
the position under the circumstances. The salary was incren se-' 
y< ion ontu j «•>: 55c. • • % e-- »c t 1 
and Shofferd resigned inside a year after I commenced. In 1834," 
with dr. -/eld and two pupils, Bolfnes of South Carolina and Perkins 
of New London, Conn., I sailed from I«w York to South Carolina and 
Georgia, Had exhibitions before the lerl3lat>ires of thnn#» two n+.a-k^a 
an-:1 both passed lows aendin^puSIls tb oarTfbrd. Cn cm' re Lou " v 
Mr. held urged the executive committee to increase my salary. The 
lien in the my was fe' e ay of ton. and all the other deaf to chers 
iii the hereafter would have tr be raised also. Go no thin. " ne. 
The thing being corpor ti^n, no appeal or voice c aid be raise-": in 
a legir.l euro true tees elected -'ho could nr " would hear and d e­
cide. The excuse that we had been educated by charity was too rhhl-
low but xr in iccordanee with the limited vision of the time. In 
1839 I wrote Mr Weld that the deaf and the blind had an equal ri lit 
to education at public expense with the hearing and seeing, or' th't 
the time would come when they would be accorded ton years in place 
<- i •• ^Uj- - '-re. It resulted in a change in public o inif n, r.-larv 
ant for ten years, and a doubling of the the capacity of the 
.-•sylura . Hie word "charity" which had been thrown at us so long 
an_, as excuse for so many poor or worthless teachers was dropped, 
ihe directors mode no provision for deof teachers marrying a" we re 
averse tr it. I resigned at the close of the winter term. 1839, — 
John C. David did the sr ir months later andTir-iptTd Prof. Sam 
i orter visited me here in Anamosa. Replying to my question he said, 
? The Board had found Itn mistake and had raised salaries of deaf 
teachers to #400 for first year. In 1878 I was in Hartford end 
learned • deaf teacher married, had .'1300 annually. It required 
long cc learn and the •amy schools opened in the • a fifty y-ars 
have furnished competition. There wore three, Hartford, Her"York, 
(18) 
and Philadelphia, now about seventy. It is midnight and now at twelv 
o'clock I stop for the resent,. Little rrfere need be sal " of my HaUfc-
ford life. It was about the same from day to day and year to year 
a id r s Tetty mono ton r us. I •- '_ad t- -uit and launc' out for 
myself in the world. Hartford was exceedingly dull, go much so 
that I m s never able to gtay there two days after a vacation com­
menced, It woe si ply stupid. Find I have written eight awes 
thi; un ay evening. 
arch 39, 1891. 
I awtirged by all the Childress to go on with my autobiography 
-.2nd look on it drudgery, ind yet after boginnin at an even '.nr.18 
task it is apt to grow e sier, or r ther less of the character of 
drudgery. Ahat good it will do I do not know, but the children 
urge and I comply just to vie--;- ^ them. It is now Sunday evening, 
eleven o'clock. He- * slept in nv c" ir an hour or more today and 
that f ct will deprive me of elee for seme ti m after lying down. 
I resigned ac teacher in the •'lartford school in hay 1839, glad 
to be free andMray or a m cte-". The world was omen tc me and the 
?est was bounded only y the Pacific. I spent some weeks in Spring­
field nod uffield where u-ro-ts .and brother Henry resided, sister 
Hannah at Springfield. They all disapproved of my intentions of 
going mast. Aunt Tvarts said, "You must not go west far you do not 
know the way." I had my own views and weary of being under 
others whose ideas never extended beyond their own wants, wishes and 
ir.medi .te surround in r. 
i In June of that year (1839) I left Springfield bv the regular 
stage coach, for Albany, New York. Travelled all night end nearly 
all the next day. "aw on the route t" o work of railroad building, 
an extension of the :Boston fester railroad that had been completed 
nearly to Springfield, At Albany otopned at the ra *le Tavern, then 
the most noted tavern of the pl"ce. An hour or two Iter took t 
railroad c re for Syracuse, the then ter inal of the ro d. Arriv­
ing: at Syracuse I learned X could go en by stage or by canal te 
Oswego on Lake Ontario. I chose the latter with a vfcen* to pe' sight 
of the renowned lake, the scene of Ceqp--rts "Hawkeye". Heeched 
pS' ego in th.e mni nr. It w: - smalt"" vilfc""" fa- sc ttr red 
owellin: s, not half do a en in all «r. -ell a; I can remenber now, 
after the lapse of 53 ye "s. I - geriy ersbraced the op ortunity 
to examine the water and the surroun'inrs and saw that Cooper had 
miven the outlines accurately, as regards both land an?2 water. I 
climbed the hill or mound that commanded the mlmce and Where, if I 
remember aright, a cannon was placed in Cooper's story. The sum­
mit was hollowed out and looked like a ir bowl about ten font in 
diameter --nd four or five feet deep at the center. Across the 
mouth of the river was a breakwater of stone, with an opening for 
(19) 
the passage of boats in the center. In connection with Cooper's 
story, "The Hawkeye", everything was of inter-rat, hate in the after­
noon the regular steamer arrived from Kingston, Canada, and I ent 
. «te&rd for Leo-is ton situated at the mouth of the Niagara Hiver, Un-
' like the river and sound stearrers dloh I had been accustomed to see 
in the east, it *: s of larger rise and higher bulwarks. The advantage 
of tf is • : soon manifest for the wind r o do - rainst us, was 
fresh, and now and then ae the steamer cut through the waves, the # 
spray w-uld dash over us. It w s a good and comfortable oat and ?ell 
managed. In the orninr we reached ^ewistcn, entered the river, high 
and steep bonks on both sides. On the Canadian side were red-coated 
soldiers looking lietlesr id indifferent as h- ring nothin to "o. 
On the American side we left the boat and climbed the steep, A rail­
road train of two or three coaches was editing. The town w s al­
most not*-ling, or -1 1^- littl* r een that • ve Birn of tow**, 
The train proceeded, stopped at hiagara rails and I left the c re. 
Stayed a few hours and gave the whole place a full inspection. 
There <*ere but few building at the time ana the extortions of today 
were unknot, ent out on Goat Island on the bridge and felt thor­
oughly satisfied with my visit. In the afternoon another train war 
Kstartinr for Buffalo find this I entered. At that time the only \ 
Wrailroad west of Hew York City or Albany were from Albany to Syracuse/ 
laud from Lockport to Buffalo. Hot one foot, of railroad existed 
west of Buffalo. Ohio, Indiana., Illinois, Iowas and Pissouri, so 
well supplied now, were entirely bare of railroads. Prink'£ rud 
wagons, as the mail stapes of this western section were calls-', 
were the only sure means of conveyance in land travel. (Note: Frink ' 
and ikia's strives, often called Fri s3>TX.... *? cL Ikerfe mud its c ons at the 
time and, by wayvof jest, for years afterwards). It. is onto*clock 
in the morning of arch 30th and I rill stop for the present, Irving 
written nine pages. 
ay 7th, 1891. 
It is evening, near eleven o'clock, end I resume for an hour 
or two. The weather has been r w, wind north e t, for tire- 'lays, 
and frost has seen felt in portions of the west. No serious damage-kj 
here. Fruit trees are in bloom. ) 
,y L [/ 
At Buffalo I made my way to th*> lake wharves '"here was a lake 
.jRt earner for Chi cape, went aboard. On inquiry learned price of 
ph'. ~~ r - f !k berth and board, " t~v '-ell vs. -curr e 
on-" took a loo:: about t' - city'Tor " :• e- hours. It wan a consid­
erable city for the time, and an compared with cities of that day, 
seemed large. The hour cr ic and I was aboard. The posse--a rs.f. 
pleasant frr , th~ first, fin? weatherknd, so little wan } lowii of 
the west, .it war- full of interest to ;:ie. e s to one! v t Detroit for 
perhaps an hour. Landed some passengers and freight and west on. 
The city was of good size, not lame and I thought of it as the 
(30) 
hone of . on:: tor Lewis Cass and .as flouring in Gen. Full's surrender 
in the war of 1812. The Canadian shor« was nru - '-ro ugh for us to 
see everything clearly. 
e kept our way through the strait and Lake Huron, the land, 
jjjehigan. appearing Ion an 1 flat, a new thing" to me, and wooded, no 
dwelliTfrs visible. hfcopraf at c log:, lichelinacimac or to - o o 
of tou t y. die grouod or o- ~ " eTev; ted and on the hi'-heat -• s 
what seemed to e a sort of block house or frontier past for pro­
tection against Indians in cane of ncoescity. A ie dwellin; or 
tr ding hous es were 11 the rest to constitute the vill; re. The 
stor "" o not lone. '.© era:; op on through the stf .it a1 entered 
Lake 1-Lchir-tin. Cur course had been northerly thus far and new we 
turned south. Saw no houses until we came opposite Milwaukee. The 
water near shore r s too shallow and a couple of flat boats came cut 
loaded with wood for, the ntpruner1 a _fnrriaf!ft. Many of the passengers, 
11 jur: • : f . • * u~Ti rgT": - u -a r' J V.T . 1 
the then in: city of ilsvawkee while the bents were fa r lo e . 
The'FTXwv'-kre TTver fumtiiifilled unsafe harbor and this was the cruin 
of tr e c l-y. It mat : • 11 str lin town, ' it' per' ps not tr enty 
buildin s. 
Continuing our course couth-u -d, we passed a bark canoe, in 
which an Indian an his rife were c roe sir. fr'-m e" t to west. The 
man, a parently 40 ye re of age, an the woman corresponding, 
li : "l r- u.u.u ,ie yvrk le. '.'hey cfossed our -Tkc, c- - vdrg to 
take no notice of our steamer. They were the first Indians I had 
seen in their cm portion of the country. 
After this five days on the lakes our stealer ifsaohed Oh i pa.go., 
" "i;rc- • inters. e.ig- curie .u: to line •" .-.or or' p place it , 
for it woe i so rely known, bavin but recently cose into notice 
in the public prints. It was only a short time previously that a 
U.3. senator asked another, the d— 1 is Chicago?" 
(Note, F'ay7th: This afternoon Tom left fcr Cedar R&pids, to 
take tr in or. the brthwestern for ''nrehnlltotm. Convention of 5th 
congressional district editors t1 ere tomorrow, arid he is to 
deliver on address by appointment). 
ay 17 th, 1891. 
I resume writing for a little while at lejbt. Thif base burner 
!ur been removed out of the uarlo- n- 1 :r writ?.no on the "in a 
table in the dining room A fire in the acoc® stove, for at sunset 
the mercury rue at 60. Letters from Hattie and Frank %n Philadelphia 
t." ' ,f ... f 'v - weak. Fr-' -ik' c v cation of three : "rbf .: begins 
On last ednrr fay of June. He is thinking of attending an oral 
school for two or three weeks, and of visiting Floriidk with Prin­
cipal Crouter, and of visiting Fat ie an? family in !'&x-s. All this 
besides coning home. Hattie writes of having garden vc fables on 
(31) 
4.K vii vb W(• U >le. 
chlng _GhlcagQ—the place seemed to be but 
rdly twenty bull din? 
of streets. rdl*7~~nny 8 emb i an 
abandoned tort Dearborn stood on the declivity 
shore. It was an old double lop building, double 
J^aena t. no an, a 1 a a ' bet ° 
built rc-alar streets and a; 
dinner at a, good two story 
"red a couole of xy: pert 
iBR. She was wife of 
4-V.ye "hh P 
suspicious ly 
>u of western 
^ _ _H__ I -HI3d that no stag 
would leave : or Dubuque till next -"lay* r'ande*ed around for a half 
hour and returned to the hotel lor "inner. hound the piazza filled 
with a crowd, all standing and gazing at rue as though they thouf" 
me an ogre or some other monster. Thought here was n 
of western marine me. Passed throu"" the crowd. 
tavern, at 
lockin; place t't: bhica-o, bet 
parently far sore population. 
ent into the Gazette newspaper office, proci 
and ailed to sister "e.nnah in Spring:'ield, ass
Col. David ood. At the post office, as I deliver 
two young men in attendance looked at oe sternly o 
as I thought. Supposed it 
n< •-flnrt-rv o 4- 4- 4- -> 
ition 
was nearly over, 
before me what v: 
stc< 
> e the tible. The landlord Placed 
tnd I began to oat. Goon a big, burly 
'a nd spoke orally. I ran ' c the usual 
VS&Vi + on w1 »• •• vr .'34 ;tf *H*t 4 p -'*4 FTi2* 
in front. A minute or*two 
man entered, 
sign of want of hearing a 
a crowd was et aiding r.rou 
and then the burla looking felloe beside me (I suppose he 
d getting no answer or notice in return ) tos.ed „ 
by my plate. It described a murderer in Ohio and tallied \ 
ith ny ar earanee, tall, one eye, black hair, nine was ligh-4 
d began to turn out as though they had found & they were on 
I finished dinner and the nan asked re in writing, 
first time, if I would allow mv baggage to be ex-





a false s< 
writing for t 
amined. 
was more 
a doctor as i 
have now forgotten it. He followed, so: e of the crowd also, upstai 
•  «  W '  • - . .  V  -  .  i  -,J •  Ar .  y  J L .  -  U  . . .  Z »  V  O  - i *  U i i " .  • _  w  x j  
than I ha 1 th u *ht It. I arose, beckoned to the bully, 
sz I aftcrw rds learned whan I asked him :"or hie nr. :e and 
( 2 2 )  
vo my room, ine landlord, a good looking and well meaning large 
man, came in also and sat ouietly as though regretting the affair. 
I pulled forward a couple of trunks and handed my bunch of keys to 
the doctor. He spoke and I paid no attention. Then he motioned to 
ptho trunks and I understood and laid them ooen, also a carpet bag. 
One of the trunks was full of books. Doctor did nothing, so I onened 
two or three and showed ray name and former residences. He took one, 
yron, opened on 1 is lap and said something to the crowd. Clothing 
also with my name. Also on the brass handle of my umbrella. Crowd 
began to thin out again and soon only the doctor and tho landlord 
were left. The doctor, reflected a moment, jumned UP and went out. 
The landlord then wrote that it was all the work of the post office 
clerks, and asked e to pass over it as • mistake. I may add my 
name did not correspond with that in the hand bill and that, meeting 
the doctor afterwards I told him my hair was not black. His reply 
w s,"Hair can be colored". He could not be much of a doctor not 
to know black h&ir cannot be colored white. Judge Smoker came to me 
later and said when he saw me at dinner, he thought I was the man 
of the handbill and th" t ho# was satisfied he was mi staked* Apoloj 
gised and asked me to let it pass as a mistake. This was my first 
adventure of th - sensational kin-1 in the west. 
An hour or two later the landlord informed me a stage waron 
won!'1 £ b rt for Dubuque that afternoon. It is hr If past twelve, 
night, and I will stor for the -resent, h vin writ en five cages, 
and my hand more nervous than usual. I forest to ad • to the' above 
that Vye handbill offered a reward fo $300 for the capture c5€ the 
Ohio murderer and this doubtless provoked the cupidity of the two 
post office clerks. 
June 19, 1893. 
Half past ten o'clock .evening. Since last writing in this book 
I have once or twice taken it from the book case with the intention 
of going on but the newspapers and monthlies were more attractive 
than tracing a route already traveled. The passing time and the 
coming were of more interest than the gone. How it is summer, ther­
mometer 03 today, lower now, a little fire in the acorn stove in the 
fining room for comfort in the early evening, and now with doors 
closed I a in a sweat. The past month of liay has been unusually 
rainy. Floods have made havoc in nearly all the west, corn floating 
is three we^ks late an the area §f corn, wheat, etc. less than usual 
I ^ resume my story. At Galena the stage wagon, carrying the malls 
^started, I in it with four or five other men. At dusk we reached tie 
Mississippi opposite Dubuque^ Iowa. There was a sort of shanty made 
of boards nailed perpendlcula37~6pe?i door, no windows or fire place 
and no sian of being inhabited. The men sent a hail cross and 
(33) 
after a half hour a large skiff came over roved jy one an. be 
all entered with the il "bags, and -arrived ir hibu "Ur. The first 
thing was to obtain lodgings. One &i least beewed tb JOIOW the 
place, for he led us u Wain Street and down again, and finally 
we stopped at, Tim Fanning1 s double log two story tavern, the first 
house near the ferry and it was Tim that brought us over the river. 
Tim was a tall, lanky, good natured Irish)-an. ris wa; tl c- only 
hotel in the town. Being a double log cabin, th&t is, twice the 
usual length, and two stories high, it h: i sufficient accrmode tions 
for th# travel of that day. A bar and sitting room in one end 
and a dining roc in the other, with sleeping apart ents above. 
The next orning, after breakfast I innuired of Jfim Fanning 
for George H. Walwotth whose acquaintance I had made in Hartford, 
ConriT'^Tfm^CbTil'frTiot tell, but made some inquiries, and in cabout 
an hour referred me to Timothy Davis, a lawyer and directed me to 
seek his office on the street. This I did. Found Davis in a small 
shanty of an office a little below, or south, of "here the Julian 
House now stands. Pavis informed me that halworth and he were 
partners, that the for"er was at the "Buffalo Forks of the ' aup-
sipinican" forty iles out from Dubuque and was building mills. 
This was a poaer for the moment. My letters from the halworths had 
always been dated Dubuque, and now I found they were forty ilea 
out in the wilderness. Davis however '"as a sharp, shrewd and kindly 
man and, without -pausing, told me he had a horse he wished to send 
to Walworth and that I could take it the next. day. In the course 
of the day he came to Tanning's hotel where I wns and informed me 
that two men would start for Iowa City next -morning via the Buffalo 
Forks and that I could acccmoa.nv them, ~o this matter was settled. 
I consulted a map in Davis's office and felt e -sy. Dubuque re,- then 
a. straggling village, one or two two-story brick juillin s for sr Le 
ofm^Pchandise ahd a few smaller of frame or logs where or near the 
Julian House is < t present and the court house, also of logs, no- rly 
opposite. The street wa3 mere sand and hardly a sig>Vt,of sidewalks 
in view anywhere. Galena was vastly superior at that time. The 
Dubuoue buildings, such as they were, were scattered along the ain 
street for a ile or so, plenty of vacant s aces between t1 em. In 
short the number was few. On the hill sides I saw mounds of earth, 
signs of lead diggings. 
It is half past twelve at night and I will retire. Fire out, 
no cont on, and too cool for further writing. 
September 18, 1893. 
Frank . Booth, my youngest son, now thirty seven years old, 
was married to iss "arion r. Hendershot, of onroe, ichigan, on 
August third last. She has been a teacher of the deaf at Flint, 
'ichigan, also two of lifer sisters, and been te cher in the Phila-
(34) 
delphia School for the Deaf two years. They have been passing a 
portion of their auBHBcr v2Jc at ion, three weeks, with us. They are 
a good couole. Have now gone to Monroe, and will start for ihila-
delohin about October first to be-in the annual term, at the no-
|place, Mount Airy, seven miles from the old location. 
The next orning, after the events named in the last pare, I 
v s at Davis1 office. Two /en, mounted on onies, apparently not 
uch larger than mood sized donkeys, stopped there. Davis boy 
had a horse saddled and r^ady. I mounted and we departed south­
ward, a little westrrlv. The road was only a waron track through, 
the grass. On and along w s a single furrow plowed and at every 
mileor~so a mound of sod about four feet high. It was a new 
road and called the "ilitaryJjoad and still bears the name, lafcd 
out and under an r-ooropriatlen by Congress, of .>*0,000, I t link;, 
to connect Fort Onelling, inn. or isconsin, with Fort -.eaven-ottfe, 
but id-o amount carried it no further than from Dubuque to Iowa City, 
and this probably was all its originators intended cr expected. 
Thr pront Cumberland road, so called, was still building or near to 
that "time,"and "RI¥er~and Harbor" bills, such as we have nowadays, 
had not cc e into existence. 
"y fellow travellers, the name of one was Bartlett, a merchant 
in Dubuoue of an rently 40, well built and n an of intelligence 
an J of business*. The other vftS younger and smaller and a biao*-
s ith, his no .e forgotten if I ever learned it. They roue :onies 
which r-ent at a slow tret. The horse I was on was large nn_ took 
longer stens. This compelled me to well: him, and I soon foil behind 
a Quarter or a half mile or so, then putting the horse to e trot 
came uo very easily. This continued till about noon when we came^ 
to a lo! dwelling- (koto: The place w s known ns "Hamilton c ) on the 
rimht, with a garden of two or three acres, stopped and got dinner. 
Only a woman, slender and ^ little sad looking, was in the house. 
Paid her a half dollar e- ch and went on two rnilesSfurtner and reached 
the north fork of the 'aquoketa. Here was a new frame hotel nearly 
finished, and crossing the stream aoove the fall, another house 
stood, owned by a Kentuckyan named De Dong. These and the log hmise 
wh^re we took dinner were all the signs of civilization we oo seen 
since leaving Dubuque V t nomine, unless re call the w on track 
through the grass, the furrow and the sod mounds civilization. he 
place is, was then, and has since borntthe name of jiiscade, one of 
the livelv towns of Dubuctue_County, noted now, for whisky shops ana ^ 
"Ike" Baldwin the iovlTqir^drtfvc of^the Cascade Pioneer newspaper. A 
1 few minutes stop'and conversation of the courteous De bong and we 
resumed our journey. 
It v s the r. vie all along, the w von tr* ch throu •• fke f raso, 
the furrow and the sod mounds on our left. The afternoon waned and 
(35) 
IV.:-;' 
VMsd-the e'-adows began to gather, though not a tree or aught elee 
save the grass and the fill sun flowers to cast a shadow, Evening 
came on! we entered n bolt of tinker, an^ Indication that re were 
Bearing a stream, X kept tho horse near enough behind tho <tthers 
to keep them in sight by the light of the stars. After what seemed 
a rile through the tin or, •• -eico.ae lip1 t through the angl- stored 
or open chinks a log cabin burst into view and we know we were 
near human habitation. It was Daniel Varvell's ranch, a Kentuckyan 
who had been a resilient of Dubuque as appeared years later. Another 
man named Clark lived with him but it seems he r s not then ?«; ent. 
We dismounted, Varvell took the horses to tho st bio ' n then 
prepared our su -oi, De- ted around th.<= room were some fifteen or 
twenty men employed by the government in layinr out this road, the 
Military road. Supper consisted of wheo-fc bread, fried ham and eggs 
and coffee, all very acceptable after our lonr hay's ride on horse­
back, An hour or so of talk followed, and V rvell took a lantern 
and led the way up a ladder to the atable loft by a big window | 
made for c~nvenigf!irw m pitching in nay,' vh? Spread or saddle blank­
ets on the hay, the horses feeding below, and slept the slee^ of 
just till morning. The house being full of previous comers, men 
working on tho road, there was no bed for us and we did the next 
best thing. The morning came and it was Sunday morning, weather 
fair as it had been all along. Have lost my journal long ago ar.id 
the movings and mutations of many ye-.rs and do cannot give dates, 
but think it ' u July. Breakf' t m s tho c me as supper. Paid 
each a half dollar for two reals, horse keening and a bed on the 
hay jjTliHe stable loft. Started on cur journey, fPTdecl tho ctr-- . , 
the Louth - or . e: m o ~--aokoV , t' e pjace is now known as East 
enticollo, a ?t c: tho toan c tho t • ' o. It t on dor 
~fbars later known simply as Varvell's. Pity they did not retain 
the ori inal name and save much mail matter that goes wrong into 
other states. Post office men sort in a hurry and sowe re not 
skillful in 7eciwherin moor writing. 
Leaving Varvell's we forded the stream, the South Fork of the 
Maquoketa, the water two or three feet deep, and resumed our way 
south west or west of south, road and c nditi-ns a before. About 
noon, for some lles^ the line of timber along the "Zap8ipinican 
River had been in view, we passed the first broken or plowed prairie 
we had seen on the route of forty riles, if we except the two or 
three acres of Hamilton's whore ro took dinner en tho day previous. 
It was apparent this land, fivo acres, had been but recently broken. 
That land is and has long been the County and latterly the District 
Fair Ground and the "claim" belonged to David G. Dumare. Passing 
that ground and crossing the hill on which the Roswell Crane building 
now stands, and a small creek, we '"ere on what has since become 
Anamosa. »o building or sign of human life was in sight. As we 
(26) 
reached the point which is where the Military road, in Street, 
crosses GarnavilloFord street we saw a big, tall, heavy looking 
a n c ring u" the road towards us. The two men, my c rrpanions, 
stopped and Questioned him. I was s ame way behind aa usual. Reach-
in;" them they motioned me to turn off to the rght when we erne to 
where the road forked. I did so and ,ro p. rtedy they for Iowa City 
to a-.ttend the f rst sale of town lots, and Dumars, I take it, to 
visit his claim and dream of its ossi ilities. He little forsaw . 
it would be the Fair grounds an1 worth near a hundred fold what he 
had not paid for it, the government price, and no land in these 
p rts had c;ar- into rket. 
November 20th, 1892. 
I resume t^e pen, or rather the encil. Find that as ti. e 
moves on it becomes more difficult to keep the x>int of the ofencil 
steady. Pri. airily it is writer's "cramp" and commenced nut twenty 
years o, growing slowly since until now at the - re of 82 it renders 
use of tho pen -'is- -ree-ble. It is Sunday evening. All well and 
ten o'clock. 
Turning my horse into the road on the right I parted from my 
two companions, rode through the low bushes, composing en acre or 
two, between what is now High street and Iowa street, just west of 
tho o.rH an J the "'onitentiary, an-1 kepi on, whither I could on Ly 
guess and a dim guess at that. Crossed a small brook, near which 
was recently the brewery. Saw on the rigM of t* e road a niece of 
four or five acres broken by the plow at a cost of $5 an aere, and 
unfeiiced, and it never was fenced afterwards. Further on crossed 
another brook, and then descried a log cabin in the distance ut 
mile, or r thwr less, a "-a y ahead. Alone- y Left was the Buffalo 
Creek. Hearing the cabin I turned the horse's head to the fldSffT 
side but he seemed to insist going on the north. Let him have his 
way and stopped in frnt of the Onlv door t© the hnuse. Nobody was 
arc and, but "wily " nlworth in the "--use saw and recognieed me, ran 
cut, shook hands, ^ d-en b> and tho corner beckoning me to follow. 
There stood c ri -re t root an-' her sister, farv Ann in it re- d­
ing. The men were all lounging around *.-t the newly raiifcfc mill, for 
it was Sunday and no work goino- on. These men, seeing a horse and 
rider, now come ua to the place and I had an old friend's welcome 
from George, Caleb and John Denniscn Walworth. Of these I may have 
occasion t© make mention hereafter. 
The journey was ended. The time frm leaving Springfield, my 
native town, till reaching the Buffalo Fork of the Wapsipinican, as 
the place «S8 called, was sixteen davs. This included sto-ps on the 
way. The time in actual travelling, counting 24 hours to the day, 
was eleven. The time required by railroad now is but two and a 
half days. 
En oassarufc, I aav mention now that my oldest son Tho as 'yre 
0 
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Booth and family, wife and t-o daughters, live in the house on 
ford Street. Battle, a9d_janl3gdau '-tor living. Mrs Genre* F. LeCipt-p 
jind_jLi^ily, gix children^ liva't Chlliicothet Terns a1 oto a 
.ji-octi-'-n Oi—v_ ^  t mr acr^-s. r rank, : " rri elest furust to • -i n 
T . "endershot, of onrco, ichi. an, is in hilndelphia, he nd 
his wife both being- teachers in the school for the deaf 
just^ removed to new buildings and r new loo tion at Count Airy ' 
in tnc suourbs 02 the city. He is, nnd has been for two or three 
years, chief instructor in the Primary department. Has twelve 
classes under his care, tlv t is, twelve lady teach ere, and sal­
ary of ^ 1500 a year and board. I -ri on, I think, had §500 and also 
iree board. I put this above or. record, for this date, "ov. 1897. 
February 5th, 1893. 
leven o clock, Sundry evening, 'rs B. gone to bed, am - lone 
m t,tP par tor by the acorn stove. Thermometer today 36 above 
aery, tiie first t. se it h s risen so hir*h since before Christmas. 
It it, rare for the cold to hold on so long in a single winter. 
-now is a foot deep on the level and a sudden and persistent thaw rill work mischief. 
I resume my autobiography, a harder task than in the first 
pages, because my hand grows more unsteady and because the more 
varied life after arrival here is liable to confuse events and 
dates in y recollection. In the first years I Kent a sort of 
journal and in the movements and changes of location it was lost. 
Reaching the end of the journey with not five dollars in 
pocket and seventy in bbley's Bonk in Dubuque as a prevention 
against unf vorable chances and accidents, my first object was 
some *ind of work that might be a help in the coming time and five 
me tie and opportunity to become acouainted with the surroundings, 
the people and the peculiarities of the wr-strrn world, then en- ' 
tirely new to me. Having passed my boyhood on a farm I had no 
fears regarding success. 
r. , •Jhr sills» — the r.lr ce a e colled, on the hif le, now 
- 1£-}ervi 11" gnc. two miles or so from Anamosa, there were through 
that Manser (1839) about 18 men and the two -iris aire dy mentioned 
the men engaged in building a barn an-1 sawmill and the t iris in ' ' 
housework, cooking and washing, but not washing for all the 18 
men. Some of them had families living "on the prairie" as the 
country south of the titaber four milesawarr, was called. I ehgaged 
with the owner of the place to work at 75 cents oex_dav and board_ 
It was regarded r s pretty good wages at the ti.v.p- in view of T3Te—* 
general financial crisis of 1839 and from which the country was 
slowly recovering. The work was chfcefly in cutting nnd hauling 
logs for the barn, bringing stone on a flat boat fro:, the banks 
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up stream and sand, and laying on the log dam. In doing this I 
found to t a quarry exists a Salf mile, more or less, above what 
is now Matthew's mill. The ground there was oneto a few feet 
higher than the • --tor of the Buffalo. The most stone was in the 
banks, the layers below, some ten or twelve inches thick, good as 
anywhere in the ouar ies nor being worked. 
Finally the sawmill and dam were finished. L. H. Perkins and 
the writer hereof, having learned the use of carpenter tools dur­
ing our school lays, performed the shingling part of the business, 
the shingles being split in the usual way and unshaven. 
Once in operation the partners and others at distance brought 
logs and carried home boards. It was the only sawmill in the 
country. In the c-u^e of the -inter the owners bought the mill 
UtoreffDf Calvin C. Reed who had built a sort of grist mill on the 
creek, now and since having his name, a few fods above its dis­
charge into the Wapsy^down the latter stream. It had ground 
only corn, a bushel or so an hour, so I was told. The stones were 
about two feet broad, hewn from granite boulders by Reed. For 
their new quarters a grist was created, ^ miller named Har-y dahan 
came along and took chrgOj and all kinds of (.rrain were turned out. 
F- mere from many miles .rought in their grists, "ahan's wife 
cane after a few weeks and was an added help. The mill company 
consisted of Timothy Davis, of Dubuque, Gideon S» Ford and George 
H. " olworth. Davis was the capitalist of the coo any, p lawyer 
arilj Inter", a congressman. When the mills had got well into op­
eration, on his -y to the new capital at Iowa City, stopped there 
for a day and night, and after a thorough looking around, said, 
"I wish the millsjwere burnt down or down stream.*1 The works had 
cost hi thousands of oil; rs and the returns, ih the thinly 
settled country, not very encouraging. One of his remarks, in a 
letter to his partners, was, "Times are so prodigiously hard, I 
can hardly get money enough- tc take my letters out of the post 
office." It wis the old time of hi h gostrre and no ore-payment 
required. Fverv letter I_sent or received from hcmo—ln Spring­
field gass.^coBt 35~cents7 These let^eriPof"mine, and I was per-
iiaos cr?riTT5peful than discreet, bro. ht out, in f.-a s ring of 
1840, Col. David hood, his wife, who was ray sister Hannah, their 
two sons, Danforth Charles Wood a i illiam Booth Wood, and mv 
mother, then 70 £egrs of are bpt still vigorous. They came by way 
of Pittsburg, down the Ohio, up the Mississippi to Dubuque and 
then by wagon to the "Buffalo Forks," arriving, I think, in June 
of that year, 1840. 
The log house at the mills was too limited for convenience 
•and Col. Wood and I soon agreed to build on what is now Anaraosa. 
A portion had been laid off, staked into lots for a town. O.H.w. 
(Note: That is Geo. H. Walworth, elder brother of Mary Ann Wal-
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forth, now my rife, and at this writing, April 1893,\J76 yer-rs of 
age) who considered hiaself general manager r the cob • ny, offered 
a choice of lots free if we built on it. He did so, getting the 
lumber ' t the mills en 1 it w s the_f irst 'ous: - '>ui 11~> a Arm moaa. and 
• tlie first fraise house in the county. In this -nuoe i and " rv Arm , 
^^IwortiT'were^giarr-i p-d on Sunday, duly ffBth/lSdOlThere wore orese.nt 
Sy mother, brdtheT^'onrv and wffd, "dlAteir oannah an • he • hue or. ad 
Col. David hood and their two sons Danforth and William, then email 
George and t)lark, the bride's brothers, the first was at Burlington 
attending a session of the Territorial Legislature of which he was 
a member, and the second had not courage enough to attend in his 
buckskin dress and left on the day previous for Iowa City with a 
load of lumber. (Note: Clark (Caleb Clark ' alworth) excused his 
going off to Iowa City, when his sister remonstrated against Jcslin 
bv saying she would be ashamed of his dress. She said no, but he 
went. Ne was not philosopher enough to know that dress, if only 
decent, was of small •mWftllT on the frontier, and we were emphat­
ically on the frontier, there bein~ no known white settle ent five 
miles west of us. I afterward#, in sneaking of the occurrence to fit; 
Clark's ife and other members of the fully, told then CI r, ras a 
fool. His entire suit Wk• a deer skin coat, vest and pantaloons and 
all comparatively new and. clean. The bride expectant had previously 
objected t the souire (tfoslin) ar wo- rio deer skin clothes. This 
put it into Clark's head to run array, tfoslin, however, came well 
dressed in store clothes, having borrowed a dress of his son, Dr. 
Clark Joel in. On the occasion the bri !e borrowed n pair of pant­
aloons of me to • ive her brother Denison n decent aopearrnce. I 
did not know it till she told me afterwards). See account in Hist­
ory of £)ones County, published by the Chicago istorical -ociety,^ 
also in the rureko on the occ sh i of the golden^wedd.ing, July 96, 
1870. By accident :y mother was omitted in the account. She "led 
in 1854, aged 84. 
April 16th, 1893. 
To resume this rather tedious and desultory work of writing an 
autobiography, my brother Henry, after a fee days, purchased the 
"claim'' of Henry Van Buskirk, a half ile south of Clement fuse ell 
who had a claim on which was afterwards the town of, Fairview.^, He 
paid for it $400. It had a good if story log house and eight or 
ten acfes in corn and well fenced. It w-c worth the money though 
not entered at the land office. Claires wwrw then held under mutual 
protection by the settler's association and the lea's here hod cc- :e 
into • rket onlv n few weeks"previous. 
Col. ood 
feet and found 
I set about dip-ring a well, went down about 30 




olaet nn! tailed. Gave it p. The land all -.round belonged to the 
mil company. ioo rough for a farm except on the east. Concluded 
to yep a farm near brother Henry at wha t was afetwards Fairview 
ode a clai: west of the ilitarv road a mile south of Fairview! or 
what was then known as Russell's place. Col Hood wa3 troubled with 
liver cor: la int. Removed to the mills, where he died in the next 
Spring or summer. I removed to brother Henry's and eng&god in 
various work as befits frontier life. Bought a yoke of oxen of 
Ambrose Parsons for • 60. ^hen summer came engaged hi® to break tCB acres " Jt" 
rails 
-  «  -  - w — ;  1  a .  W w  
for :;e "t 9.50 per acre and next winter X cut 5 s lit fch 
and hauled them out for these ten acres. Built a loo PH Zil& cabin souf of Reed's creek, so called, that runs e ste?Ty a half ile 
south of renry's house. It is a mere brook but never d.ry. One 
winter so ent there was enough. Ho protect! n against the west and 
north—nest winds and storms. In the succeeding sprit® I pulled 
the house down and hauled the logs to what had* then been laid out 
as the town of Jnirview where I bought a lot of Russell for $30. 
Rebuilt\ the house and TT was photograohed a few years after sty re­
turn from California, having previously been sol-, - ith lot, for 
:-IOC. The buyer hod fended u tho frent and us. • " y><-. building as 
a grainery. The photograoh at this writing hongs in our bed root 
and is 1 r-e cabinet size. 
•-• ,-b 
s M IB 
• 
Henry and I hod no wagon and no money to buy one. Could be 
Detained only in Dubuque, price $80 or more, and X' concluded to out 
my knowledge of carpenter's tools to use. Found a lor by the road-
side, 3C inches diameter, th t had been cut and removed out of the 
mr by the mm Who had laid out the ilitary road. It was on seo-
tion 18, school section. -hen I mentioned this latter f ct, lath-
rcp Olmsted said it wn on the highway and so I tookj^' knowing the 
log wosild tot before the section could be sold. Borrowed a cross­
cut saw, two inch augur, and 1? inch chisel of Clement Russeli 
Sawed four wheels from, the log, each-about five or six inches wide. 
Bored a. hole through e* c" and with the chisel cut cut " 
'our inches diameter. Hade •xl,©' trees, if that 
Tftndh 4- re Mil A wvA-wte ^ ^ .a ~ t n u., . t . la work eas- end allow turninr 
une 




ad n* A»V. x t#n rea  Stakes at all the corners, had a very convenient wago-jfi for logs 
saod and no forth. The bcotck :ont who settled Bcotfah Grove in the 
township of the name, came 'from Pembina with vehicles of the nat­
ure but wit' larger wheels. 
It is past midnight and I will eton until another time. 
.Tune 35th, 1893. 
>unday evening, eleven oclock, I resume writing. The weather 
has been very warm for some days and the orId's Fair, or Columbian 
Exposition in Jackson Park, seven miles south of Chicago, is in full 
bloat. ^ It is frequently called the "White City* and is the great­
est fair ever held in the world, feost eighteen millions, or in-
(31) 
eluding state and foreign buildings erected independent of the 
country, the amour;t is stated as high as thirty three millions. 
I was notr ready for farm life and had the ndvanta e of know­
ledge of farming, hay in- -orked on s far in boyhood till t/ - are 
of seventeen, the age when I went to school in Hartford. Hired 
Ambrose barrens to brook ton actos on ay claim ^3t of t' ' ilit-
*ry road, the nortlfend oTTtej eSSs beio about twenty reds weft 
of the rood and running sout% so far as to comprise 80 acres. It 
now, X believe, belongs to Matthew Porter *.rho was then a young man 
-and is grey bearded and all his children grown bp. Parsons, of 
whom I had reviouslv bought a yoke of oxen, had an ample team and 
his hired n performed the "orfc. The winter following I split 
rails enough to give the broken ten actee a stake and rider fence, 
hen the spring of 1841 came I bought an iron plow, c st iron, and 
it proved a very poor thing. Bought it of (3.H. Ford. He had a 
lot of these on hand, left with him by Tim Davis, his old p.- rtner. 
ith this plow I sort of fitted the ground for planting corn and 
raised a very heavy crop. -So the summer went by. Winter care. I 
built an ox sled and wood was plenty, had comfortable house and big 
fire in the capacious fire* place. Sprinr succeeded and David G. 
Damars sold ®eAcnst steel plow and this worked well, not re­
quiring one fourth the labor «pf the old cast iron : •1- - t. I 
should remark here that it was no easy thing to purchase anything 
short, of going to Dubuque, for that we our nearest market. 3v this 
time I d, beside the oven, a cow or two, calves and a dor en or 
more hogs, and as com are with my neighbors and frontier life was 
pretty well satisfied. In August.1840 the oeoole of the county, 
four precincts, elected me county Recorder, nil the precincts. ex— 
cent!the one coifed" 3-am Greek, fcotch Grove, since called, giving 
me t" e entire vote, if I remember correctly, farm Creek precinct 
voted for, I think, John R. Dove joy who, in 1356, startedthe Ana-
i0 - urcka. racked by C.D.D. Orockwell. I a— re -rk here t! t 
Love joy and some of his family after removing to Anaraosa, Yi&d a soell 
of sickness, grew discouraged and abandoned the Rureka in three weeks, 
returned to their old home in Scotch Grove, and Orockwell asked me 
to go t"e writing on his paper. That was the beginning of my con­
nect! 'n <"\th th® concern, but I have got ahead of history. 
In the autumn of 1843 George Ralworth, the f- ther of t^e fa ily, 
came up from Round Prairie, Bond County, Illinois, to visit his 
children. e en .e with a horse and bug-v and an urgent request fro . 
the '-other that "rs. Booth, her daughter, should accompany him ho e, 
for a visit. The old man stayed, some weeks working on the mills 
then unfinished, and he was a pretty good cm reenter. Tom was then 
two yen rs old or thereabouts and I consented to let the.- - o, though 
strongly doubting the propriety or advisability, as -end County was 
some 300 miles away (south). In t^e winter that followed George 
(32) 
II. "balwofcth was a member of the Territorial Legislature at Iowa City. 
I went there in February, and the Houso needing an enrollment clerk, 
elected me to the position. After adjournment of the legislature X 
started for Bear'. County, and the journey through Iowa to the issis-
bilppi may be found in the quarterly publication The Annals of Iowa. 
It is pact midnight. I am tired and will retire. 
Gtmday evening, ov. 5th, 1893. 
Our dnntriit.pr Hqtt.i a io with us having come I n t August, Frank 
and wife were here"fro Philadelphia and Hattie came and thus the 
three children were nil with us again together. She has just passed 
four and a half weeks in Dr. Gawley's sanitarium for an o er- tion 
an 1 recovery. All well now and she expects to start for her here 
In the Texas Panhandle. Chillicothe, in that state. "Rill stay here 
yet for^'tvo weeks. 
The Iowa election for governor and state and county officers 
comes On.Tuesday of this week. The Democrats are indulging in an 
unusual amount of mud throwing and falsehood. For particulars see 
the papers of the day. (Note: '"arch 30th, 1894; To the above I say 
add at this date that the state went Republican, Frank B. Jackson 
and all the state officers elected are epublicaAs and also a good 
majority of e-ch house of the legislature. Jones County wont Repub­
lican, till SOB being elected to the heuse by 348 majority. lor six 
years t e county has been he ocr t through the liquor la". It div-
i • I ec tl e • ' e;.• ublicane). 
Reaching Bond County, Illinois, travelling by river oat to 
Alton, ana thence on foot to Round Prairie in the county just m od, 
I found all well and a dull ; tupi 1 :lace, no books, no newspapers, no 
nothfeng to make life worth living. It was one of those families that 
had always lived outside the world. Only one dwelling in sight. 
Others miles away. Tothing attractive and I was for returning to 
Iowa but t ev ~erran.de - ;;e t~ st; " "m- so I sta ed t' ree months. It 
was a stupid life, almost the only relief beinr the weekly visit of 
the II.Y. Tribune to which I was a subscriber in Iowa and, on my 
order, was sent to the countv seat, Greenville, eight iles distant. 
The neighbor referred to and hie family were from Boston, Bass., 
weileducated and well supolied with pacers. They kindly brought me 
the Tribune and lent no their own, thus helping to make lif" endurable 
ex-
Sons 
After three :onths, helping them on the farm and rather  
"«tl.ng than living, I returned to Iowa, leaving rs. Booth and 
to co r- in the autumn, she * i shine to st"y, and her no ther so de­
siring, to do spinning and weaving, a roject that f' lied, for ' 11^ 
except Tom had a sickly summer and all were sick. It broke -own the 
father of the family and he never afterwords showed vigor or ability 
( 33 )  
EfJ** Vi-0r V - be°? extraordinary from boyhood. Reach-
for conveyance, 1 took passage on a river steamboat 
-•./..nport. There was a stretch of fifty riles. and not a Vwitm* 
2 „!T S lifv to Rorne» I10W 01in» in' Jones County. A wagon 
IIam mH*1 through the press, nothinp nore. A stage coach to 
^•miof iiy w2' . on lengthen the journey an ! home tia the little 
hamlet of a log houseortwo at Cedar Rapid*. Travelling the dis­
tance from Davenoort to .in cabin rf ;'7~ a <**y*8 wort*, stepped At the log 
0 .hh 7 an old acquaintance and he is i • mtl* Oil L^. livinp, is ft old subsfcfiber of the turefca and :till  one the few 
ou„ / "S617 171 1840» Re was then postmaster at Rome. 
22 " ? 4 n »  - •  • ° n  0 7  - R t e l l i p o n c e .  h i s  s i s t e r  n o r  l i v e s  i n  0 -
townohip and is re$ Benjamin Chaplin, now widow. 
r i v e T ^ " ' e a r l y  l a  autumn, with the boy Thomas, came uo the 
2ll'V2n n 1 "l38} f° a3vi6ed *« *9 letter. Clement 
.J;' .' c lies, w s - ou-: to st-rt for t> t I or wit1-- v»i>on 
f ; en-:wed a sent, he-china Rubuoue found Ura. booth and TomTt ' 
?vrtr:_ f'"1,® ?fr couein of heTS- Started for home next ornv - and 
toe oorses being a rood team, we made the 44 miles that day. Before 
another wrnter dame the first winter on the ooen prairie list south 
S^-n2iC5 °r 5? s Creek having proved rather too uncomfort: Re, I* 
pulled down the low cabin and hauled the logs to the newly lai ' rut 
I/' m n ne"'rly onp :ile n^rth within the borders of r -
E:l:~Tl^arnP rurchasrd the lox of Clement Russell and in n fer 
hours the legs were out in pi-ce and the roof of edit, unshaven 
Shingles laid on the roof pole, fastened by other poles and no nails 
as w e tee custom of the ti»e«. he moved in and enjoyed life • tout m 
much as i s given to mortals to enjoy. In thjusJiQueea*irl Jus 
named_^arriet, and died at 17 months of hfe. Tho^ecf^R'~-rrrf^t"li^'~ 
h';p boon wfth ur""ii".;co the 
and another time must 
r? she is, an 
mi.Idleiof last AupusT^ It is §Qit midnight 
serve on this long dram out journal. 
March 30, 1894. 
booking at last date I find nothing has been 
t41 . ~• ifio first -rt of this -nontli r oo^n o-p-rir»fA-
like and vegatation had a good start. ®itfh ths past two weeks it 
- rila- evening, 
written ' noe To v. 5. 
been wihterish. low a rain it is Y-ir uf l ike soring. 
To resumd and carry on this long story of the oast. I with 
your mother and Thomas in the log house referred to until 1849 
? y°UT °ny livinP sister, was born June 17, 1848. I had 15 
• lytMnr ??°«> 
no ™ f^e*. but no g^od market for 
sytning. JCge nearest «^Ckst was Dubuque. Its sole communication 
taCrtSJ aSi by MtBEIBH-ppi River «o St. Louis sad' 
e irle,.Re. -rotoer enry and i each c rried hogs tc Dubuque in fall 
or winter by wagon and a yoke of oxen. Sold at If cents a pound? and . 
S t i v e r s  ? 
( 34 )  
waeair 'i ou or oi r 
7/ 
not wcjlh hauling. No railroad existed this Side of Buffalo,fi.Y. 
Of course Iowa farmers were pretty much out Of the world. 
I have forgotten whether I h -ve s'r ted it already and it mv 
be repltitif n. In 1841, I th \ak it -- %? electe1 c-nnt-- rpccT1-
er and twice reelected, two years each term. In the middle of the 
third term the law was changed, uniting the office of Recorder and 
Treasurer in the e e person. I w; nominated for this dual pos­
ition and decline''! it. It would reouire the servides of n den-nty 
an ! I would be held responsible for him; and, further, the fees 
would not pay.to live the county seat. I also acted, as deputy 
postmaster ftt Fairview dnr ri y nienths, theo f  tve office, 
A. n car enter, h ving a 30b at ' ricn, left the oost 
office in c e. Che smell compensation, six dollars in six on ths, 
for people were few in those days, and the Recorde 1e fees enabled 
Mm - mm' it Be t enter my 4C acres at the Ion"1 office. 1. e "Ren hood 
r-;Oneu w-s very scarce, and the or. Lv -none" that government muld 
take at OSt office or l:md office was gold and si Ivor. Stumptail, 
led dog and ildc- t oney u s est in oirculn tion. The days of 
preenb cks did not come till thr 
,-ovoru 0nb to devise s. 
-  t  of the rebellion forced the 
'••e enjoyed life. "on can enjoy life anywhere oad in nnv con­
dition. It deoends on what the individual is. If good tempered he 
will enjoy it as a good tempered man. If had tSBpSTed, .e-c -a- - b--4 
1r—, - ored on, If v ricious he find? his enjoy­
ment ln^getting, whether it be pence or nine. 
(i-P 1948 gold wru Ui n  C alifornia. 9f ceur.ee I had the 
newspapers ana noted the growth of f' ^ excito-ent throughout the 
country. In the winter following teams & en t by daily on the '.iiitary 
road bound,dor the modern ^ldorn^o and a# the spying of 1849 came I 
bo;--.n to f fe L like falling in; with thevxh.r-n*. I h- ? roe : a little 
tired Of the rot|nd of farm and small profits, with corn at 60 
cents q , bus' el in the east and 12-1 cents here for Inch of transport-
|ation /facilities. And so, gradually, I fell in with the throng, and 
; in dpri/1 or - 'ay of that ye-' r I placed my family with my brother 
'enry gndj with, ano ther -,n. a' vneon an-- threo yoker o:r nxen, started 
fairTof gold. It m 5 a Ion:- jouxn^^bf~BRBBrrly "six-"months, 
a pleasaaT" j' urhey, because of the novelty all a long th-"- road, until 
the 1/ist 300 miles, or about that, when the monotony grew rather 
.tiresome. Before Teaching the bous Fork of the Piatt# river three 
-on, in our c ••-any of " or re, . -d, in thrc5 days, of o •- 1 - . 
We were in the wilderness and no means of hearing fro® t' e "states. 
Do- we "id not nor the cooler? res i ' the country. At the Loup 
hork it fell to ":"r turn to bo one of the three oft four to stand 
gua$| one |night, from midnight till daylight. Rhile on guard, and it 
was s warn? June night, I began to feel co-Id. A fire, for cooking, 
(35) 
was near and I went to that now and then to w rs ry v"n "c. 5us— 
. ceo ted f t t ho d .ti--e~chL0Xr• T •' O - i;' • t it v • .. cov i ru -v. 7 ant t- ' 
the wagoriTn-.-d took out a box^ of JIandrake -pills. "Hie ooid feeling 
increasinp I took a half dozen,-tTiought I hioht as well die of "411s 
•
as of cholera. Cold still increasing, but no chill or shakin t 
all, increased the idea I had the cholera. It would not do to give 
up. Thought of the family ft home and bv daylight had token over 
?Q pills. As light, came I entered the wagcnand covered ufT"Tn the 
blvnicpts. Btill no warmth. Waked my partner p.nd asked him to go 
to Capt. Compton an borrow a en 1: of uffalo robes. o went. 
Compton came. Asked him for the buffalo robes telling hia 1 was 
cold. He looked gravely at me. Went and brought a bottle of Pain 
— Killer, nearly -a..-Dint. I took a swallow from the bo11ie ani felt no 
smart or he=t in the linuid. Took another and another, and drank 
It-,all and no taste, s^rrt or heat. Returned Compton the empty : 
bottle and lav, down. Frc. his looks I thought he judged I w drne 
for. In ' half hour or loss felt like vo l ia. • lie for t;h" 
wash basin and vomited plenty of cold water. In so doing began to 
grow worm and perspire and then knew I was safe. Recollected the re­
mark of a French physician, addressing a body of physicians, 'T-nntle-
men, cholera is an awful disease. It begins where other lisear fa end, 
in death" . I was not sick at all save a looseness of the bevels 
for s~~e ten days, and felt no sickness or weakness. It was Simply 
cold increasing as the minutes wore on. It needed heroic treatment 
and had it. I was the fourth of the company taken with the cholera 
rl">" J'" " — -7 r 'r t.h: t liv^d. "o further case occurred r; rn us of 
that con if.ny. i&night. ill r to writing for thr 'resent. 
"orviay night. Oct. 39, 1894. 
Rather unwell with neglected diarrhea of a fe- "Tr- ,s strr.' ir.~. 
I resur.e, for the children ore all urgent. 
The lost ""-are leaves me at the Loup Fork of the lotto River in 
r1 -1 is new "ebraeka, but was then a portion of the little known 
Indian Country. I should say, "before this and may hrve done it, 
that £ few miles west of Omaha, our train was stopped bv Indians. A 
dozen or more of them armed stood*across the road and demanded ten 
dollars for- the privilege of going across their country, while some 
two hundred others, men, woman, an- children, stood or moved about 
on the hills nearly a mile away on our right. Cur captain was a 
Rest Pointer, a gop of Ale,-endor Hamilton, ""resident Washington's 
fee re torv of the Treasury, and directed our company of ut sixty 
ins and tMree women, to met ready their arms. This d ne he gavo the 
•prder to start, 'ihe Indians moved - 7 GtOdd in line -r the rend as 
we drove by. There was no further trouble from Indians. The-/ seemed 
to have left the way cloafc, it ms said from fear of cholera. 
iC return tr tho boup i ork. In the re.-.' after breakfast on 
(36) 
fried ham, beans, crackers, salt pork or whatever we Vincluding 
coffee, the crossing- of the stre- a commenced. The river was perhaps 
a half mile wide and two and three feet deep. Each wagon was drawn 
over separately by five or eight yoke of oxen, the drivers stripped 
h t" e i: . This took nil.day,an" •*<-• ca ^ - on h e opposite side 
'ov the night. Iron: this there is lit tip to notice. "Day after day 
we proceeded j • IT o left side of the Platte, the roc ' nenrlv level 
all the m y, being along- the river Potto from a few tods to a lie 
or more in width from the river to the sand hills. On one occasion 
a wa-on axle broke and, everybody being good natured, wo stopped for 
a day. A fee of the en took an xe and crossed the Platte, cut 
down a tree and brought a- stick for a new axlo. They told mo th e 
stream tr- a lie wide. 
I and others took a bath in the stream one day. It was about 
or ne- r the first of July. The water was comfortably warm and the 
botto: quicksand. To stand still in it ' i possi ble. The feet 
would pre dually sin., in the sand and the voter run inr past would 
carry mmy the sand ar&und and let me down deeper. 
After five hundred miles or so of this sort of rovinf along, 
with a day's hunt for buffalo me<kt, we were opposite Fort aaramie. 
The hunt referred to occurred where ne descried a small herd of 
buffalo in end .near an opening in the sand hills on our right and 
neaT~a"Pnile away. A few fnen ani I among them, took our p-uns and 
started to get r.-.round them. Up the hills re went and became seen®-, 
at r d into groups. The group I 'was in looked over one of the hills 
anin the valley below and within rifle shot were some eight or 
ten cows, bulls and calves, auietlv feeding. The word was that all 
aire at one alone, but at that moment another group of men incaut­
iously arose on another hill and stood in full view, ^he herd took 
flight up the small valleys and some of the men in pursuit. 1 had 
enough, of the sort of fun arid with an Englishman turned south for 
camp. The rente --pc the tun.- After awhile the Englishman took a. #M 
course south east. I told him the river ran east and west, and by 
goingV :ut]; re should core 1 si ' t of the river and movinr trains. 
John Bull is proverbially obstinate and he kept on hie way, south 
east. I took the sun for my guide and was soon alone. It might 
be a half hour or an -hour when the South Fork of the Platte and soon 
the Ho-rth and the mcrvinr trains of ybearns and wagons were in Seiew 
in the distance. As tve sun sank in the western sky I came on the 
ro d, passed train iter train till I ccxrae on our own. That evening 
the balance of the men care in, bringing buffalo me-t on a horse that 
one man had the precaution to take with him. They had chased the 
buffalo several riles., ^They pave me a chare of the meat. It w&S 
the first fresh meat I,seen since leaving civilization. A  
We kept on till we arrived opposite Tort Laramie. It was on 
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the karamie River or rather creek, on a level plain and oerhaos a 
mile fron the Platte, This creek is a confluent of tlie Platte and 
<fcs on its Tight. We were on the left of the Platte. There was a 
sort of a i errfi oat a o t is we hauled our war;one, driving the 
^cattle into the water and they soar across. The river was but a few 
wrods Fide and apparently pretty deep and tolerably rapid. Hawing 
erpssen, t$e cattle were left to fret whatever grass they could find 
and we enjoyed a day of rest and looking around. The fort was a 
board stockade with sentry bores on the corners, a. oroau gateway for 
tee ..s, and a la re dwelling house inside for men and officers. A 
regiment, of white men could take it with ease, but it was a pretty 
good defence against Indians such as the- wore awav in the wilderness 
five hundred miles from the "iseissippi and armed mostly with bows 
and arrows. *4. T*. 
It is eleven o'clock. I am tired and will stop for the -re ent. 
if) 
Recemoer 27, 189#. Saturday. 
It is ten o' clock at night and I resume. Am rather unwell 
and have been for a month, but I go to the office regularly about 
noon and stay two or three hours. On publication day stay till the 
pack" or bundles of capers aje made up and sent to the post office. 
after a night camping near i ort uaranie, with scanty feed for 
cattle, we started on our way. I had read Freraonils book and hhd 
it with me and knee what to expect. ot so with most of the en. 
In a few minutes the road led us into the .sage brush and sand. I 
s a w  m e n s  f a c e s  b l a n c h  a t  s i g h t  o f  t h e  o r o e p e c t  b e f o r e  t h e m ,  b u t  C a t  
Cornpton and others ahead kept on and the rest followed. It was sand 
and sage brush all along till late in the aft "moon when we -topped 
at a small spring near the road. .'Here was some grass and the animals 
were refreshed. Thus it continued for some days. One of these 3 y& 
we-stopped at night. Grass pretty rood but no water. In the evening 
a heavy rain fell and the lack was sup .lied. Deer Creek was our 
next <" • i '1 en of any note. A t1 ore. X ouantity of mood 
was burned for coal for the blacksmith and some wagon tires reset. 
Here in the high banks of the valley coal was cropping out in abun­
dance, but not goo-! for blacksmith's use. 
After a day's rest we crossed the creek on a raft left by 
previous teams and were on our way as before; sand r 1 sago brush 
the distinctive features of the country (Hotes A mistake, crossed 
the Platte, berth Fork, and after that saw no more of the Platte. I 
A second time ov#r the same ground). After two ot three days a 
sudden hail and rain storr came. It was too violent for our cattle, 
he hastily unhitched them and let them run into a line of timber 
twenty or thirty rods awav on our left. It proved to e a volley 
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and plenty of grass in it. The storm was brief and we coteked our 
supper ' nb stayed till morn inf. LSeving on we -'ound hail in n ravine 
a foot deep. Mothirg worthy of notice occurred until we stnek the 
Sweetwater River Independence Hock. V-'e ctopped a little and I 
ascended the rock from its west side where it was low lnough. It 
^ clone close by t' o 
~iae nothing occurred to note until the first of August at noon when 
T"e crossed the summit of the Rocky fountains, gassing between the 
tr*o ' twin mounds!T, so cai Lea, "the two about four or five feat higher 
than the road. At a distance of a few miles Fremont's Peak, as seen 
on the maps, rose on our right, and at an'equal distance on our left 
a range of peaks stretched southward.; Before us lay a lower country 
and we oould overlook it for many miles. It seemed a sandy barren 
plain, with s .. ;e brush in abandonee. The ascent of the mountains had 
been so gradual as to be imperceptible. How it was descent along the 
hill side, so tb speak, and was e sy. Before night we 'ere camped 
at the HgaciXiii_Snrings,f (see old maps). A dry swamp,|#p coated 
wit- salesatus, was near. »« dared not let the animals feed there, 
so j ivln- thou w: tor frr n the soring with our buckets, they were sent 
off northward where, we were told, was grass. In the morning the 
cattle oa®8 1 - o and we started on, reaching the Big or bit tie Sandy 
Hiv^r after a few hours. The map will show the name, Big or kittle. 
I have forgotten, before reac'iin this river, the road forked and 
two or three to . s left us to take the Salt take route. They were 
sorry for it afterwards !?ken they met mTTurthor on after an eighty 
mi la drive git out grass or tr. In the two volleys, known as - ig 
and kittle bandy, grass wis abundant, more abundant than in any place 
since leaving tha Platte below Fort uaramie. We camped near both 
rivers for some Mure and the cattle were well filled anlrested. De 
knew ro he ' a high levoL desert plain before us. Put UP all if e 
water we had bottles or kegs for and out some hay and placed in 
wagons. <-»€ft c rap late in the afternoon "or an all night '.rive of 
fort- .Lies. It -ME called Scullett's Cut Off. 
It ie half past eleven at night and I will defer to another 
time and probably land In the "Old vines. 
April 8, 1895. 
Again I resume. In the morning we were on a high level plain, 
all sand and sn e brush. The sun arose over th-> hirh crest of the 
Rocky fountains seemingly but a few miles distant. The night was 
cool almost cold, and the en in advance collected sage brush at irv 
tcrrls ip set it; on fire. he brush, .although, alive, v as dry 
•
as tinder and set up a big blaze. This gave "warmth to the hands of 
such as desired. At one of these fires the train stooped. Coffee 
m rrryme. and brmkf n g ten. "he cattle had : little grass and 
water brought in the wagon and the march was resumed. For the first 
time in %be journey the teams scattered along the road, each outdo-
slrous of ettzrg to Green 1ver as soon as possible. Sone wore a 
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mile ahead of us and sore a ale behind. About the middle of the 
afternoon the road turned to the left and a long- descent led us into 
the valley of ^ Green River, Some distance further and the fork was 
reached. 1 jumped into tfle wagon and the cattle plunged into the 
liver and dr nk their ill. 
Grossing over we unyoked &nd turned "loose, There was scanty 
grass and willow bushes, next morning yoked uo for a nine rile 
drive to Fontanelle Valley, tteached there and turned the cattle 
loose for ~tFTe~yTayi The grass was a $001 high and luxurient. Some 
white sen, squaw men, livedtthere and tbld there was no danger from 
the Indians and so no gward "was set at night, i day passed and a 
night and we moved on oter a rather wild region. "e knew we were 
nearing the Sierra Nevada 'contains. Finally after a few days travel 
at ten miTes in" tbe~ short September or early October days, we knew 
we were at the foot of the last steep ascent and camped for the night 
Fprning came, breakfast over, we started. The road was what they 
called "Sidelong" up the ran&e. Reached the too at noon, saw a 
large lake a half mile or so -away on our right, and from that time 
the way was ft#### down hill for seven days, I think, and we struck 
the first mining cn p on the route. Our journey of five and a half 
monthiw^ s ended~ 
July 21, 1895. 
ha,st Thursday evening, Frank, after urging me to continue this 
autobiography, left for Philadelphia. 
To give my California experience of four years and four rionths 
is something of a $ob, and too nuch of ups and down, successes, 
failures and disappointments to be wholly pleasant. It was the same 
life as with est others. The reports sent east had been largely 
colored, or at least the successful only had been reoorted. Tt did 
not take me long to see th'at an industrious man and economical could, 
in the long run, do pretty well and stand a chance of doin« better. 
As one of my early partners expressed it in a letter to his brother 
in New York, "Gold lining is like clam gathering. You will always 
*.get a few, and sometimes "a greet many". So we could always get 
little gold by digging and gashing and sometimes a are- t deal. The] 
great deal was the rarer case. 
Where we struck the first camp, as above noted, the first im­
pulse was to look to the animals and grass seemed ratiter scanty. The 
rainy seasen had not commenced, but old grass served for the nonce, 
-e camped as before, among a few scattered wagons, tents of those 
who came before and an eating stand where oies, of the size of butter 
plates, were sold for a d 1'lar apiece. Everything else in the same 
proportion. Beef twenty five cents per pound, and made from cattle 
which had just crossed the plains. I had only one ox left, having 
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joined on the way with another team and wagon that had likewise 
guff rred Xosssa^of. ask. The last I lost rt left in the Teecent 
don the aierra, only a few miles hack and another between Carson 
bake ' nd the Sierras. The two simply gave out a h lay 3o ri =-<nd were 
^lef t. I could easily bring" then along but there was no time to 5 too. 
That night I got my supper at the eating stand, with beans and 
coffee that still held out. I suppose there were a hundred men or 
more in the camp scattered among the trees and more around the mines. 
Next day I took a look around in the "diggings", found some of OUT 
men of the long journey trying their hand at gold ## washing with 
pans, dug and washed a few nhe full of dirt tc see " ow it worked 
and the result. Felt discouraged at the fer specks of rcId in each 
pan. Saw others who h i been there eot:.e days and weeks and showed 
me a half pound or ore of gold. 
ell, ray chief anxiety now "'an letters fro 1 ho • •*•. Fad told 
your mother to write in summer on" direct to me at Sac rem e 1 to City, 
Gal. Co I put up at auction what I could ot carry. The in -vie 
kept the eating stand, a pleasant looking maAn, kindly acted as 
auctioneer. I forget what 1 received but it w satisfactory, and 
three or four who were with me on the long journey were going to 
Sacremcnto City wit'- me next norning. The J kindly offered me a mule 
to carry my baggage. It was not necessary but I accented. A blanket 
and a. carpet bag only was all I reserved from sale, on" these served 
/me through my California life. Yy object in going to Sacremento City 
(jsras letters frora home. In comparison I Cared nothing for the gold-/ 
September 1st, 1995. 
It is Bundav evening. -lie and John Dennison "alworth, her 
brot. er from Boston, who has been on a visit to hi? - daughter, out 
est, and Ir. and rs. Perkins, deaf mutes, are t?Iking in the par­
lor and I in the dining room resuming my long story. 
be, that is, I an '- party of three or four who crossed the plains 
with me, reached Gacremento Oitv towards dusk. Just on the outskirts 
of the citv of sc ttcrod toiLiLSL-nnb a soanties we were about .-tNfc- %C 
pass a_ 1? r ~a saby ure~treeh en we saw oamped^under it c middle aged 
man and his wife, rlso a young man; all three had been with us on the 
long journey. Here we stopped for the night. I asked the woman 
how she liked the journey. rtQh, it war hard", she said and looked 
it. - rainy season ha3 not eo enced but ' ovenber was close at 
P re - ~ - our sun ?*-•? i tr>us ml way, talked all evening, 
& -round and slept £•-
homing come and, after breakfast, I went for the post office, it 
was in a board shanty, found it after some inquiry, and asked the 
postn u tor for letters. I stood by his Cide as he showed and grabbed 
at one with the name of Booth. I had written my name as 1. Booth. 
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The postmaster held it back and showed it had a different given name, 
I was gfeatly disappointed of course. Five months from home, after 
a journey across deserts and through uncertainties of the then route 
unl.nown save by Fremont's book of explorations only a very fev years 
^before; and rife on, seven ye->rs old, end Hot tie, the baby of one 
^^ear, all left BefiTnd. I had requestm <-ife to -titr me once or twice" 
and direct to Sacremento City. I nor wrote mv first letter to her and 
mailed it. Knew I would have no answer for at least two months or 
more as the mail steamers made only monthly trips, later semi-monthly 
between San Francisco and Panama. 
v»hat to do v s the question. The young man with -e engaged tc 
drive a mule team, one of two teams, for another, to go u~ the Sacro-
mento diver about 150 miles to the dig-ings, and I agreed to acco any 
him. * e started and the riny season set in two or three days later. 
The rain was not heavy and we kept on, sleeping- at night in a tent we 
carried. Rain every;.day, but lirht. After a week or so we camped as 
usual. The mules were let loose on n small island in the river. 
Heavy rain that nigh't. Island covered with water and morning found the 
mules gone. T'fte jig was up. Owner of teams went for help at to look 
for mules. I do not know the result bat turned about and started south. 
Had seen many teams going south every day. Kept on the road till 
nearlyy nipht. Then turned off to the loft for a range of forest. 
Knew there was a road, had come by it, that would lead me to c couple 
of adobe houses, and beyond that, a few miles, was a town of jTgmont. 
Reached the timber. It wo; cloudy an' slightly rainy, StortefT~tb—-
cross tho timber for the 'road running through it. After a half hour 
or so found myself where *X ha1 entered. Ran my eyes among the trees 
and tree tops and tried again. Fnded as before. No use. No com­
pass. Growing dusk. Took off carpet bag and blanket, ate my supper 
of hard >re , or crackers, wrapped up with carpet sack for pillow, 
}.aid butcher knife by side and slept soundly in the li ht rain till 
broad daylight. It was the first days of November and the Sierra 
Nevada range along the east were covered with snow, that is, on the 
summits. Awakening I arose. . All was still. Rain had stopped. 
Went to the edge of the timber to take a survey. Down the timber, 
over a half mile, saw a-.smoke. Picked UP my be pa • ".v.* set out for 
that aim of civilization. It proved to be n small encampment for 
the night, of a wagon ten and three or four men th t h ' een coming 
south, like myself, the day before. They had kept on the road from 
which I ahd tmoned off. Their wet blankets were hanging before the 
fire to dry and I followed their example, ate my breakfast of hard 
^pck and soon was at ease among them, for I must here remark that 
9° all ny California life I found f c on Food, rr tared, civil, and 
kindly . v,e were all much alike. All a-av fro;:: home and all knew 
it. Of California omen I can say nothing for I don't think I saw a 
half dozen save a few foreigners and as many Indian women, perhaps. 
These few Indian w • sen wore, as Fremont described then, tho most ill 
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favored looking women I ever saw, and were rarel*r se'-n anywhere. The 
men were common enough but not numerous. How or where thev lived I 
never knew. Their dress war usually a shirt or shirt and pants. 
After drying ov blankets I and another wan packed up, the team had 
dried over night and gone on. The man was from. Hoston Mass., had 
been well educated, was Intelligent and good natured. I mentioned 
that 80,000 had come over the - lains that summer. Hie reply was #&£ 
instant: "I pity the oor 'evils.'1 
By this time I had learned that gold digging was with many a 
matter of chance. He told what he had heard of locations and it was 
of value to me afterwards, for as yet I had little opportunity for 
learning, having just arrived in the country. He and I together 
took our way, same as tho wr gon ha-1 taken and came into tho TOP ! I 
started for the night previous. The day wore on and we reached the 
two adobe houses on the bank of the Sac rem en to. its Fremont was some 
miles away yet I concluded to Stop for the night. The young man went 
on. Ihir 'd :.lian#.Fgeaoul a.a a"1'—:11a ""aj yei I 
conclude^ —for-the night.—The youTu. -.' .n - iul - a.  I had no 
fear of Indians and Fremont had stated the California Indians ere 
tame. The door of one of the adobe houses being open I entered, 
made the ealutr tion sirn to tho three or four man sitting around the 
fire and signified a wish to stop over nirht. They, Indians, readily 
assented, and I took a 'seat, drew out of the bag a few hard tacks, 
Offered one t each. 'They acceptedgna gave me the lop of a deet 
they had roasted and were eating. Soon all  but one left.  Rhile my 
sack was open I toolc out a' small bow of pills I had bought of Dr. 
Sales but never used. ("ilie Indian understood the toe of pills and at 
once put out hie hand for some of them. I gave him a dozen or more 
having no ilea of ever Tutting them to use on myself. After while 
and some talk by si ns, he motioned me to sleep on the floor, hard 
earth, enjoy the fire, and left for the other house. I slept soundly. 
Homing came. Ate my breakfast and went out. In a few seconds a 
dozen or so Indian men and boys, entirely naked, emerged from the 
other house and in single file an'' ran to the river, a few rods away. 
I followed anxious to sep what it alimeant^ They took a lonw net 
from a pole and strung out in line, Plunged into the river, s'ar 
around and brought in a lot of trout. Repeating this three or four 
times till the-' had enough for breakfast, then grlWfcered uo an' re­
turned. to their dwelling. I shouldered my baggage and resumed my way 
to the town' of Fremont. I had seen one plr ce of Indian life in Cal­
ifornia. On this day I passed a herd of wild deer and thought there 
^^raust be a hundred. Had seen Indians gather grass for food as told 
Fremont, and one on an oak tree shaking off and gathering acorns 
for the same nuroose. 
October 16, 1895. 
I resume my travels in California. Reached the town of Fremont 
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after a walk of two or three hours. It was a town of a few shanties 
and tents, a boar'ing house, shanty, a couple of stores where were 
a limited supply of.groceries and eatables brought from around the 
Horn, that is, the Atlantic ports such as New York, :3oston, etc. 
Here I met a man$ from Jackson County and who was with me on the 
long journey across the plains. He a.eked me\ to make his tent mv 
home and a third companion, a doctor, lived with us. • e were all 
sociable and had some enjoyment in our strange mode of life. The 
Sacremento River;' on the banks of which the town we: situated, ws 
very high. Ip fact 'it was brim full and a levee, foot high, was 
hastily constructed to keep the water out. In two days there * as a 
fall and no further danger. Here the,scurvy, broke out on my legs 
from so many months living on salt provisions. It «&S not very bod, 
but caused some lame walking. Among the provisions sold I saw a 
bunch of sour kraut and ate"it ravenously, a butter plateful and 
hea ed u~ at a time, paying a shilling., 12-1 cents, for the luxury. 
The water in the river was too high for work, that is, the rivers 
above, and I stayed in Fremont a couple of weeks. At a distance, a 
mile or so, was growing timber. I got an axe and cut a few cords 
that I sold to a business man at four dollars a cord, he to do all 
the hauling. A stern wheel steamboat ran daily from Sacremento to 
Marysville, at the mouth of Feather River, filled with miners coming 
or n-oing. It always stoooed at Fremont and always had a newspaper 
8gent on board -he Jnr,v R twn OT ff>m~werks °}^»: r ch 
paoer selling for twenty-five cents. By this means I was able to 
learn of the orincipal events east and in the world at lr-rre. 'O 
get hold of a newspaper was a great treat after so long silence and 
being so long Phut out of the wofld. Of course only the most im­
portant events were iven in the papers, for the dew yor«. i ri• ;uno^ , 
Herald and one or two other papers printed special editions for the 
California market and those came at first once a innth, for only one 
stealer then left few Tprk monthly, and later to ice a onus.. ^e 
papers had not then gro-n beyond four pages to an issue, nor ••'id 
they enlarge during ray residence in the land of go»ld. Fremont con­
tained less than a"hundred inhabitants, &hile living in the tent 
and sleeping on the ground, of course in ay blankets, a.id t o 
general dampness, I found trouble, soreness, in the lunos. At once 
I anolied to a man who, with his wife, kept a boarding house end 
was" admitted. They we-6 from Illinois and had with them a deaf m.ut£. 
daughter eight or ten years of age. This the only £irl I ever 
6!)^ jn California. I told them to wo back to Illinois and place 
her in the school at Jacksonville and thev thought they would. Ahe 
man and wife were a kindly couple, at my request and I desiring 
nothing more, the woman made me a cup of coffee and £ sat on the 
floor in my blankets, by the stove all nisht. Better in the morning 
and after that had a bed and took rav meals with the family. In a 
week the man sickened and died. The woman broke up housekeeping and 
I never knew what became of them after that. I regret that I cannot 
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recall his name. In all my residence i California this v ke­
enly house I livd in and had a woman in it. 
I was growing impatient to be in the mines and trying my lmck 
with the general multitude. The water had fallen enough for men 
to work in the river banks. I found kindly friends all along. And 
just as I had concluded to take the next steamer for Marysville a 
friend informed ie of a row boat going up ' nd asked me to take it, 
help row and go free. (Note: The boat was a row boat for four oars 
and had a sail. Wind was light or none and the sail used when enough 
wind. As night approached the rin-5 became he vy. Too heavy for 
safety. *«Bt ashore and waited a few hours. Wind went down and we 
went on). I accepted, reached Marysville next day. Shouldered my 
pack, e rpefc seek and blankets, and with a half domen men, started 
on foot up the banks of Feather River. This river is about the size 
of the Buffalo at Anaraosa. It is midnight and I will sto till an­
other time. 
"overaber 3rd, 189 5, 
Sunday night, eleven o'clock. On the HBth (Oct.) we received a 
telegrna from Frank, at fount Airy, Philadelphia, announcing the 
birth of Edmund Booth,Junior. This makes me eight grandchildren, 
besides two girls of Harriett in Texas, ill who are dead. They were 
named Laura, of 18 years,~ancr~ iTyoT; I think, nine. 
To resume my journey, reached the mines on Feather River 
and looked around a few minutes. Fngaged work for a couole of men 
from New Jersey. Good men, ambitious, intelligent. The work was 
on the river bottom or flat and but two feet above the* water. One 
of the : on worked the rocker an-' the r-at of us, three oY^four, dug 
and wheeled the dirt to the rocker while one worked the oumo to 
wash the dirt. » spout carried the water about two rods to the 
rocker. Rhen the dav closed we vtst to supper. The two owners had 
built a shanty and kept a cook. He lived comfortably, each man re­
ceiving eight dollars a day and free board. The jofce was we received 
the pay of a congressman and paid out nothing for board and lodgings. 
Here I stayed two or three weeks. Then the claim gave out. Hid 
not pay expenses of working and the two owners gave up the work. I 
had over a hundred dollars In gold dust in my poeket and concluded 
to go to Sacremento City for letters from home. It was February and 
not «• word fr - . home since I left there in way. 
So I started for ' arysville, at the juncture of the Feather 
River with the Sacremento. "ent alone and on foot, rack on back 
as usual. It w s ut a few hours walk. On the way met a team of 
two or three yoke of oxen and -agon oirv- u tb the mines. As I 
was about to pass I noticed the driver looking at my fa.ee and over 
my dress curiously as if in doubt. Then he held out his hind. It 
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was Clark of Monticello and who had been with me on the long 
journey across"the plains, ^e talked a few minutes and went on. 
This Clark ha' been postmaster at ttcnticello and had settled 
there with Varvell in 1637 or 1838. 
I reached Marysville. Think I stayed there that night. 
Learned that a man wanted hands to row a boat to Sacremento 
City. He proposed and I accepted. In all we were eight or ten 
men. Started in the mrrninr?. At noon landed at a. wayside inn. 
All got dinner, paying a half dollar each, and went on. Reached 
Sacremento City in the evenina. Dark and no whnrf. 13a.nk high. 
One cradled up, took the end of an oar, the men, on<* -- one, took 
the other end an* pulled themselves up. Ho electric, gas or 
other lights save from the few -indows of the few shanties scat­
tered along the streets. The city had been overflowed worse than 
Fremont and the only sidewalks were a few boats bottom up, flat 
bottoms. Over these re ricked our war an* finally found a sort 
of hotel and out u for the night, every man sleeping in his own 
blanket, if he had one. The weather was that of May at home. In 
the rooming- I hunted u the cost office the first thing-. Found a 
letter from wife and read it eagerly. Learned that all were well 
at home and was tolerably satisfied. In fact was thankful to 
hear from home at last. 
A day in the city. The man who owned the boat met me and of­
fered free passage if I would help him ur the river again. I de­
clined, thought I would strike out for myself at some of the 
southern mines on the American or other tiver, as I learned much 
of these. Then rain commenced and I waited two days. It, was a 
California rai:, not so heavy as steady an* continuous. The 
Sierra -evadas were a long north and south line of white against 
the eastern sky. It WM snow as always from November till day, 
and the valleys below green an* everything growing a in summer in 
the eastern states, but, as yet, I ha* found nothing eatable grow­
ing except grapes and these only along the banks of the Sacremento 
in spots. 
It is one o'clock, morning of Nov, 4th and I will stop. To­
morrow, Tuesday 5th, will bring the Iowa election. F.W. Crake is 
Republican candidate for governor and :datt Parrot! for Lieut, gov­
ernor. Matt wss a partner of mine on tha Furcka nearly four 
years. I bought him o\rt in December 186ZL for 6600. He started a 
paper in Illinois and lost in a few months ^300 and quit. Next 
bought a plant of the aterloo, Iowa, Reporter and prospered. 
Monday evening, Nov. 19, 1895. 
For a day or two it rained in the city of Bacrenento and I 
waited. Board was two dollars a day at a very ordinary hotel, 
board roo* and every man sleeping in his own blankets on the floor 
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or on benches. At the leading hotels board and lodgings were two 
of 3d, a week and this w s the case t-are and in San Francisco dulatg 
the four yeays of my stay. Finally the rain ceased and -ith another # 
..an from ''ew York, Long Island, I started for Co lean -''ere gold was 
first discovered. It was 60 miles distant. As night erne we stopped 
at an expiring fire, a big log still burning, left by Previous camp­
ers, ate our .-supper of crackers, lay -'own in blankets and slept undis­
turbed. ng came and we breakfasted and went on. Stopped at the 
only house, 'a scanty, on the '-hole road from Sacremento to the mines, 
60 miles.. Solng in, for we ear it w s a house of entertainment, I was 
surprised to find tin owners were the father and mother of the couple 
I had jhet under the big sacymore tree on first reaching Baoremento 
about'/1'' e first of "ove ber. "ho two appeared to be between 50 and 60 
years, of age. The man looked somewhat cross and churlish as he did all 
along the route, and hi; -ife -dly better. I asked her how she liked 
California.andhe gave me a vehement and decided ^Ho*. while the old man 
shook his hero* and looked so.vane. It was the third woman I had seen in 
California and I did, not see -ore than two or three American women af» 
tervp/rd$» , It was a state of men, all men and no women or children. 'W 
course tip schools, baseball or anything indicative of home life save 
the miner's cabins scattered here and there for miles araon> the foot­
hills of the Sierras. 
On the second day we reached Coloma, put uo at the only hotel in 
the -lace, a big two story, kept iSy^a bit hearted issouri man who,like 
many of us, had left his wife behind and come for gold. At a little 
distance stood the skeleton of the 'utter 'ill and belor it the rac- in 
which Marshall discovered the gold that ;rought about the settlement of 
California. AJfiat spread out on one side, many notes. On this many 
men -ere corking with; pick, shovel an* rocker. The Long Island man had 
brought or bought a sheet iron rocker, and next day the landlord joined 
us and re three went to work on the flat. e made a few doll rs a day, 
two or five. It was unsatisfactory, and after a week or so we agreed 
to go over to Placerville, orlginally_called *Hangtownw. «d one morn­
ing the Long Island'eV^Houlciered hiTs roOker~andr~I ray "baggage, and after 
a walk of a few miles we were in PI cerville, a stray ling village of 
log cabins. A little inauiry found hA sole owners of a cabin, commod­
ious and comfortable that had been abandoned by its builders. After 
trying various places for two or f ree days the landlord became discour­
aged and returned to Coloma. The other man and I stayed and found 
better luck but it whs not great. For two or three weeks we worked 
with varyinj success, from two or f ree to ten !oliars. 'e wore new 
to the business and long toms and sluices had not cose into use. "Aash-
ing gold by the rocker hyffhphf# was slow work. '»'e boarded at the 
only hotel in the lace at 6l8 a week and slept in our cabin, by 
companion was an intelligent and genial man. After two or three weeks 
I grew tired of thfeS slow success and concluded to go further south to 
Sonora, in Tuolumne County, 60 miles east of ^tockton. 
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December 3d, 1895. 
I resume. It is near eleven o'clock, evening. Not a long time 
for writing. For Stockton. No way of going s~ve on foot, r 1 t o v . 
generally level. Packed blanket and carpet bag, suspended frost 
shoulders, an-1 started. First day out met two Chinamen going the 
saaie "* y. They c rried their b g age, coffee ot, kettle, etc. sus­
pended from the ends of soles reetin on their shoulders. We all 
three walked leisurely along. At night came to an open shanty, a 
sort of stopping place for goods, lumber and tea rs and no owner vis­
ible, but a ten s had come in. The driver apoeared intelligent and. 
good natured. I ate my supper. The Chinese cooked and ate theirs, 
making tea. Day down and slept in perfect security. Morning came. 
Got breakfast. Tea again.. Went on. No buildings and met nobody 
till reaching Stockton late in afternoon. Small city. Bought some 
crackers and went buTH mile or so. It ' a city like Sacremento, 
a city of a few sc ttering £ anties and. big and little tents. e 
camped under a sacymore tree and a few trees stood here and there. 
Took supoer. The Chinese offered me tea and boiled rice. Took the 
tea, :ut one taste of the rice was enough. They had cooked it in 1 r 
Shouldered up and started on. I had told them I was going to Sonera 
and t ov said by signs, "We Too". I walked t nv usual natural g it, 
and they at theirs. I invariably unconsciously passed far ahead, ^  
stopped and. waited for them to come up. Cn reaching me they both tel 
me in urgent signs to not go ahead but to keep by them. I inferred 
they were afraid of being attacked and rotted, for we passed now and 
then a traveller or team cowing from the mines. On one occasion I 
met a exican. Kept an open eye on him as he w about to as. He 
stopoed suddenly and spoke. I ma.de the sign of not being able to 
hear. He understood and pointed to his omen mouth, meaning wanted 
food. I swung around mv pack, took out three or four big square t 
crackers and gave him. He looked hungry. As he took the crackers 
he made the sign of the cross, pointed slightlv upward and then to 
me. I interpreted it to mean, "The Holy Virgin bless you," It 
rather a pleasant adventure and I sat dean to ee^ what he would do on 
meeting rav Chinese friends. He gassed thejftwith ne sign, "fthen they 
came u" they scolded me in their way for going so f st. It • s evi^ 
dent they regarded me as a protection to them. The next day we 
reached .Sonera and I lost track of them that night. It is a aunter 
to 13 o'clock and I will stop for tonight. 
December 33, 1895. 
It is forefather's day. HiId weather, kittle rain or snow has 
fallen her this month, but the news pa -err- re -ort he vv s towns fur the 
south and west, and overflow of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers, 
with snow 10 to 13 inches west of Iowa. 
I found -ionora.a town o."1 a fc<- hundred inrrc, living in shar.tie 
along •- sir.pleriW^et r.n-* those mostly us ed as store build in a. 
few log or slab shanties here and there, «m^ adobe or two and «-
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and a large brick dwelling, the residence of a doctor and his family. 
Two larae gulches were here and being worked and plenty room for 
more men. I had so e little experience "tire--, ]y in in ng ind set out 
to work at once. looking around among abandoned diggings on 
vacant ground I picked u~ a lump of gold that the rain had uncov-
~eredL perhaps worth, a dollar. It had" been thrown out of a hole with 
the dirt. This -as encouraging and I set to work. orked there and 
at points around for a year or more. Success was various. Some­
times five dollars a day. Sometimes ten. Occasionally twenty or 
more. Then sometimes nothaing, much time being given to "strip ing"1 
that is, uncoverin • the paydirt and often wanting water to carry the 
work on. do rain fro ay to iove.'.ber. At one time I and two 
partners, a Chilyan and a Norwegian, dug down to the dapth of twenty 
feet, pay dirt all the way. Hired a. Frenchman who ha.d a cart and 
mule to carry the art to a stream of : ter a half mile away and it 
paid very well. t - nether time I worked alone. Filed U" dirt. 
Hired the same an to haul it to w tor and found it rofitable. This 
did not 1' st. Thou ht I would try a - lace called "Yankee Hill", where 
water was brought by a ditch of several at! les. j.n with a bank 
clerk from Providence, R.I., a briefless lawyer from Canada and a 
Frenchman. worked for months together, paying the water company 
three dollars a day for use of water. A year or so passed pleasantly 
and profitably, my only anxiety being about home. At first reaching 
Sonora I asked, the ex ress agent to look for letters for me at the 
Sacremento post office. He replied, "The Bacrew.ento postmaster ia a 
poor fool • will 'eliver no letters we tr the - - one addressed". 
This waul-1 require some 150 miles travel and I concluded to wait till 
home letters came to Goriora# That postmaster was soon reformed out. 
February 33, 1896. 
Today your mother's birthday and she renched her 79th year. The 
grip or influenza three years ago, wrecked her, orthc—doctor did 
tbxgugh_tlw notencv of his_dru^s._ She is not abTlPtoperfota the 
usual 7v?us^--crK except in"T^low~rny and that onlv the' lightest. e 
had a hired girl all last summer and until January. She left because 
of ill health and wife and I have since boatded. at Tom's on the next 
(lord) street. My house is on Booth street and noticing between the 
two houses save the lawns and the alley. It is eleven o'clock at night 
and I resume. Always I have exchange papers or magazines, daily re­
ceived, and abundance of reading -utter that attract® my attention. 
These Ira- e of: frw • riti:i autobiography. 
Ini and the various localities around, ppnora_ I stayed about four 
rs. Life in 11 these localities "" s much the same, one day, week 
or month was much like another and it is needless to go into partic­
ulars. At first I used the rocker and as the r iny season case on the 
rocker was discarded for the "long Tom" or_Jfch£^j5lui&£ as more exped­
itious in work. After my fifst year in California I had no more to 
do with rockers. After the first sun: "nd winter h^re -n organ-
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ized companies of a fe r" e~ch air1  dug ditches, miles in length, from 
the river up the mountains and brought frater to the many dip in s 
below and a fe" or many piles emay. For the use of thif rater e ch 
"long Tom", that is,  the en working i t ,  paid the mot'-r com -.any three 
dollars a day. In the summer or dry season the mines could be worked 
only where was water in streams or where water was brought through 
these ditches. Hence the dry seas^on stopped work on many good claims 
as they were called. For a large part of thfes four v^ars I  worked 
near Sonora, in Sullivan* s Gulch, so named, and just south of the 
town, and for a year or ore at "Yankee Hill" some .• i lea rt%  of 
Sonera. Also at "Camp Beco" some two or "three ~iles south of -onora. 
Camp $eco means in SpanTsTT" dry camp. Dry in summer. Many things 
happoned in these years, tho nothin - of special importance, that is 
not important enough to wtite in detail.  Snow fell  on the mountain 
tops miles away, and only once in the valleys where I  was working. 
I t  fell  six inches and was gone next day. The warm days of June 
melted the enow on the mountains and brought flood and inconveniences 
to the miners in th* river beds. 
Board at ordinary hotels in the ines was 13 and $9 per week 
and bunks furnished or not just as i t  happened and every man bringing 
hie own blankets. During my first summer I  lay iown on the bare 
ground at night wrapped in my blanket. There was no danger. The 
dry season had not even dew and the r^ound war an'! hard as brick. 
It  reouired a heavy blow of the nick to penetrate the surface a half 
inch. When wet because of the wet season or from the ditches along 
the hill  sides, i t  was easy enough. 
# 
August 16, 1896. 
w  He expect Frank, his wife Marion, and the baby Fdmund, Jr. ,  on 
Monday of this week. They are no- in enroe, ichig'  nvr i th rlon' s 
relatives. I  must hurrv u" and close this account of my California 
l ife. 
At last writing I was working at "ointe around ~onora _in Tuolumne 
County and had been there at work for near three years'^ "In January 
or February a letter came from wife urging me to return homo. I t  was 
very urgent and I  concluded to return and no further delay. I was 
then working a good pla.CS at Camp Seco, Spanish for dry camp. A® 
partner I  had a deaf mute young man named Herbert "eyhl, a German or 
Frenchmen, I  could nov^F determine which, and thought he did not 
know himself.  He was wholly uneducated but a smart fellow and a good 
worker. -hen not at work he was a great story teller,  most of his 
stories boing of his own fancy. He came to California from New York 
where he had French friends. I could not induce him to enter the N.Y, 
school on his return. He was ashamed of his age, being over thirty. 
The ground we were working was paying -nil.  That is,  we would spend 
a day in strio in- off the to of say four feet wide, six feet long 
and three or five feet deep. Next day turn the water from the ditch 
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into our Dong Tom and dig and trow in the lower dirt  t i l l  so reached 
rock, perhaps two feet,  He pai*& &3 a day for water and took out $liO 
to 3C each -o we she-! the i irt .  Two of "eyhl 's partners before 
I  joined had been pupils of the Philadelphia Schoifcl.  They were taken 
•
by the Australian gold stories an '  left for V country, I  have 
forgotten their no r  s. I ought to 'v  ve remained there a fe r  weeks 
longer • nd given the ississfcppi river a chance to free itself from 
ice, but didlnot give that serious thought, being anxious to return 
home. Sq ,  proceeding to San Francisco by eta-e and steamer, I  waited, 
with a few friends on the same course for home, a few days t i l l  the 
stearr.gr, semi-monthly, sailed. "v«e were twelve days at sea and reached 
port in due time. Crossed over to Virgin Bay in Lake Nicaragua on 
mule beck. e re -e in all  500 passengers. Took t-o stoat ere to foot 
of lake and there changed to two stem wheelers and entered the Ban 
Juan river and thence to i ts mouth on the Atlantic. Saw tropical veg­
etation and any curiosities on t• e -ay. 
It  is midnight. I  am tired and will defer further for perhaps 
") d -  or t '  o. 
ovem.ber 15, IS 6. 
hart Tuesday r  dmund he Clem., • grandson, who is attend in - the 
Iowa, hp te Agriculturalj^pllege \ t  arrived here to :  is 
first vac lioB. Hels oldest son of ray daughter Harriett .  He sleeps 
in the 1? rge room upstairs and, l ike myself and wife, borrds at Tom's 
on the next (Ford) street in rear of our house on Booth street.  The 
two streets re l lel.  
The day or two have lengthened to three months and i t  is now 
Nov. 15, Bunday evening. The growing infirmities of age bid me go on 
and finish my journal of California i ife. Little is to be said unde£ 
that head, for I  had decided to return home without further delay. ?»'e 
reached the fort on the Atlantic side of the continent without any 
a. cident or detention. Halted seme hours. Two large sea steamers 
were in the bay. One was fer Hew Orleans and the other for New York. 
A large boat took us to the vessel_f.nr-j»eje Orionns. and another did 
the same for those bound, for 8sw York. The latter sailed first out 
of the bay, curs next, headed north and the other northeast and 
was in sight for some hours. The weather war pleasant all  along since 
le ving California, but in a day or two so settling of n gale cu e on 
us. Standing at the ship's side I  saw the huge side wheel l ifted out 
of the water with every rise of that side caused by wind and water. 
I t  was a side wheel steamer, fer the modern Wheel or prooellor 
•
h::1 not bo en invented. In the evening the Pilot,  (he and I  he • be­
come friends) pointed, out the Li^-ht n the light house at the western 
extremity of the island of Cuba and today that island is fighting 
Spain for i ts independence. No one knows how i t  will end but the 
prospect for Cuban independence looks most favorable. Another night '  
came. The gale abated and I saw a sailor at the mast head speaking 
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to the -.-Hot below. The latter turned the ' i northwest'- rd and eocn 
I saw the lights In the north, were now steering for the mouth 
of the ississipol, yet n lonr 'wv off .and I went to my bunk. In the 
morning found we were steaming up the big river, passed the forts, 
^Phillips and Jackson on either sidg 
^^ure in the wat of the rebellion. It - : n this voyage up the river 
that I got lots of newspapers showing no- strife between north and 
south. I told a couple of southern men of my California acquaintance 
that if the south wished to go out of the Union, to go and be hanged. 
They laughed but showed no anger. Told thews I roe tired of to.I strife 
and constant threats and comoiaints. Tlis was in the spring of 1854 
and the rebellion was seven years later. " 
On the voyage as in California peonle readily mode acquaintance 
and friends. Good nature prevailed. We were all going home. Reach­
ing ^ New Orleans the crowd: scattered. A waoonload of us were con­
veyed to 'a^Mtel, name forgotten. Two dollars a day. Next day some 
who were bound north walked along the long line of river steamers and 
consulted newspaper advertisements for date of lap* rture for ft. jouis. 
Found one advertised to leave at two o'clock afternoon and en: --^ed 
passage, paying twenty dollars for stateroom, board and passage. Was 
on board at the time but did not leave. After noon papers advertised 
it would sail next morning at nine o'clock. Then next morning paoers 
said two o'clock p.m. and so it continued for three days. The object 
probably of promises and delay r to rocure ••ore passenwerf and 
freight. ' e had hhd our regular meals however and < oo weals t1 ey 
were and so did not grumble much, finally when we lost all faith in 
promises in the papers, the boat drew out and started up stream. We 
saw cth' ' leo oil the y. It r • a le r ant tri . hen c e dis­
tance below St. Louie, the boat grounded, being too heavily loaded 
for the state of the waiter. A passenger boat a mile below and follow­
ing us, c signalled and c* ae along side, took off such a: vie ~d t 
four dollars a head. I went with them for there was no knowing when 
the water would rise or the boat be got off bv lightening cargo. I 
reachedrS&. Louis, and here I wished I had stayed in California an-
otlier - nth. river * 1)° r t . cic.rd y ice nd eriy nf steamer 
was advertised to try to breal through the next day for Davenoort, 
Iowa. It was in the closing 'ays cf I ebruary. 
I took passage .on that one steamer. It was e :y enough for the 
first few miies. After that it was rushing the boat and cutting away 
some rods, backing out and rushing in again, until .about thro® or four 
miles below Keokuk. Iowa, There the contest was given up and we came 
^pto land. A doz e n  of us vent ache , ?e for comfort while 
two on • o t i " Lan ' on the '• • t for - te to t* :e too rty ferr rd 
to town. This came after some time and we all packed int'" the two 
horse wagon and reached Keokuk and the hotel in the course of the night. 
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lo^ajCity, there being no other -ay to roach ho ••«, for it was before 
the days of railro*in lows or anywhere this side of Lake Michigan. 
Iowa City, then a moderate looking olsce and no university as now, 
was reached, and next morning J,-took stage for Anamosa via Cedar 
g§bids, then a small straggling villa o. I do ndT rOcollect ttr t it 
had~m5re than one building, a two-story frame and there I got "inner. 
Punted the stare a ain and this time set outside with the driver, 
wishing to pet n good view of the country while approaching home. 
'arch 3, 1898. 
I resume after an Interval of nearly a year and a half. It is 
time to finish this long story of one's life. 
The mother of the family, I should say v^ur mother2 for I am 
writing at the reouest of my children and yet in speaking to them I 
always called her "mother". She died Jan. 25th last, and I now live 
alone in the same house, 116 Booth street. It is a residence street, 
well graded boulevard from Main to two or three blocks south of First 
street. In this house, a brick one story^ I live alone since your 
mother's death, my only living companion a )lack c: t. Heals are 
brought me daily from Tom's family living on next street, lord street, 
and nearly apposite, only an alley and gardens between us. Mother has 
been dead over five weeks and I still feel lonely and that, -ithout 
her, the house is desolate. She and I have lived together over 57 
years. I shall re eh my 88th year in August and she wanted but a 
little over • nonth of 81. I am a natural reader and care ore for 
books and the daily papers than for the whims and rossi that the 
world delights in. By living alone I also escape much annoyance from 
ot er people and their any notions. y other's father, Thomas "yre, 
lived till over 90. I do not expect to live to that age and say 
probably die suddenly, having twice fallen unconscious*!, to the floor 
about fifteen months ago. Winter is pushing along and when rood 
weather comes I ray take :.y meals at Tom's house. Last Christmas 
Frank and Hattie were with us, the first for a few days, and the sec­
ond for a "month". It was a great comfort to mother. Gfte died eight 
days after Hattie left to return to Texas. A limited ticket cut her 
visit short. 
I have made so e clippings from the newspaper notices called out 
by your mother's death and which possibly may be read by the children 
of a later generation. Have placed them in the big family Bible as 
the safest place and may also be found in the volume of the ~ureka 
of this year. A photograph was taken as she lay in her cof 'in in 
Tom's parlor and another in the church after the coffin was removed. 
I'or three years her limbs were affected and she could not walk alone. 
And for the last few weeks could, not walk t all. Had to be lifted 
in all cases. After Hattie and Frank left she grew weak more rapidly 
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and. her death seemed -ithcut strufrele. She had many times eroreesed 
the ' if.-: to die an- end her lo spell of sickness. To ouote Festae: 
HShe said she wished to die and so she died' 
There was no discord. It -a: usic ceased*. 
